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Introdaetlon 
The rate of spread of a fire in different fuels, under vaiying 
climatio conditions is the koy to maqy fire control decisions* Rate of 
spread is the increase in size of a fire expressed in definite units* 
Three different ways of e:q>ressing rate of spread and their units of 
measurements are given in table 1 (Davis, 1959)* 
TABLE 1 
Ways of Expressing Rate of Spread 
Variable %it of Measurement 
Forward rate of spread 
Rate of area spread 
Rate of perimeter increase 
feet per second 
miles per hour 
feet per minute 
acres per hour 
square feet per second 
chains per hour 
feet per minute 
Some of the decisions based on rate of spread are* !• selection 
and establishment of priority areas to be covered by a detection net­
work, 2# ̂ rpe of equipment needed on standby, 3* nuiAer of men required 
on standby, type of equipment to be sent to a fire, 5» the number of 
men needed to control a fire, 6« determining the maximum time delay of 
attack to be able to hold fire size within control objectives, 7# deter» 
mining need for additional centers of equipment and man-power concen­
tration, 8« placing of additional access roads and trails and 9. estab­
lishing the amount and type of prevention effort needed* These deci­
sions are only the most important ones based on rate of spread data# 
The oontrolllng factors >dilch gorexn rate of spread for any partie* 
tilar fire are the fuels and the environment in idiieh the fuels exist* 
The environment consists of air moisture* tempe rature» wind, and other 
related factors, such as barometric pressure* The current fuel moisture 
is a result of environmental factors, not a part of the environment* 
Other atmospheric factors, such as barometric pressure, upper air flow, 
and stabilî , not readily measurable may affect the spread of fires* 
There are several ways to approach the stuĉ r of rate of spread of 
wild-fires* One way is to base the rate of spread on a perimeter in­
crease basis* For example, a fire spreads or increases its perimeter 
20 chains per hour* The second way to approach the problem is to use 
the concept that a fire generally will be moving in a particular direc­
tion* Riis direction would be the forward spread of the fire* Using 
this concept, "Uie rate of spread is measured in a forward movement, in 
chains per hour* 
The Forest Service bases its concept on %e perimeter increase of 
8 fire* 1* The main reason was to measure the control job lAich con­
fronted them, and 2* rate of spread and resistance to control were the 
major considerations, for approaching the problem* 
1 based ny concept on the forward rate of spread, because of the 
nature of the fuels being studied, and this approach to fire spread is 
the easiest to consider and measure* A. fire in grass and brush moves 
principally with the wind* Therefore, the personnel involved with this 
type of tire are most interested in how far the fire will spread in a 
specific length of time* They desire this Information to be able to 
place their fire-breaks, to take full advantage of existing fire-breaks, 
and to wam residents in the path of a fire* 
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At the present time, rery little is known about the nte of spread 
of range fires. To help alleviate the problem of little knowledge in 
this field, a project to obtain rate of spread of range fires vas initi­
ated in the summer of 1959* Die project vas called, "Project Fire 
Spread*" 
"Aroject Fire Spread" vas a project designed to determine the ef­
fects of veather, slope, and fuel -̂ rpes on the spread of vild-fires* 
The project vas initiated in lAe Boise District of the Bureau of Land 
Managemrat, vith headquarters at Boise, Idaho* Data for the project 
vas gathered on vild-fires vhich occurred in a 75 mile radius of Boise, 
The project vas designed to obtain rates of spread of vild-fires* 
It vas hoped that the final result of the project vould be xate of 
spread tables for fine fuels, such as cheatgrass, bunchgrass, and sage­
brush* The tables vill be so arranged that a rate of spread for any 
fire can be estimated, vithin certain limits* The table vill be de­
signed for use in the office as veil as in the field* Even though the 
data vas gathered in one general location, the table should be useable 
in similar locations in other parts of Idaho, as veil as in the parts 
of the surrounding states lAich have the same fuel and topogi%phic con-
ditims# 
Also, the rate of spread tables vill be for use during normal to 
bad fire veather* For exan̂ lê  a dev point of 10** vith a vind of 20 *g>h 
doesn't mean much vhen "Uie dry bulb temperature is 10̂ , as it vould be 
snowing* Therefore, the use of the data applies only vhen the fire 
veather is normal to bad# 
Review of literature 
Horzibj was one of the first men to do work in the rate of spread 
field* He classified fuels into four rate of spread classest low, me­
dium, high and extreme* He made rate of spread graphs based on these 
four fuel classifications* These graphs were based on a total of 8,789 
fires of the ten year period of 1921-1930, that were attacked within 12 
hours# 
Homlqr was one Forester who realized that the spread of a fire 
depended m more than fuel conditions* "Ibere a large fire has stopped, 
naturally the mapper should not assume that this is accounted for by 
the quantity and kind of fuel present, under drought conditions* Vexy 
often a fire's dying out has resulted from precipitation, high humidity, 
change of wind direction, night cooling, or a conbination of these fac­
tors, rather than from fuel cfmditions" (Hornby, 1936)# 
Additional work was done in 1938 by Corzy and Pons* They went at 
the problem through the use of test plot fires, instead of trying to 
determine rate of spread through analysis of fire reports* The primaiy 
purpose of their stû y was the exploration and definition of the rela­
tionships between fuel, fuel moisture, weather factors and rate of 
spread* Curry and Pons conducted their rate of spread study in pure 
stands of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa)* 
They worked with the following six variables: 1* fuel size and 
arrangement; 2* moisture content of the fuel; 3* air supply (wind move­
ment); It* slope of the ground; $* the tendency of fires to bum at an 
increasing rate, or the effect of time; and 6* size of the fire* The 
first five variables are independent while the sixth one is the 
dependent variable under stad̂ jr (Cony and Pons, 1938)* The rate of 
spread vas measured in perimeter increase at two minute intervals* The 
tests vere made in 1933 and 193U* For each test fire a diagram was 
plotted on polar co-ordinate graph paper* The method of analysis con­
sisted of plotting a family of curves on different bases* 
Curxy and Pons obtained the following results t 1* the Influence 
of both moisture and wind is linear, 2* the effect of slope on rate of 
spread was found to be curvilinear, and 3* empirical formulas derived 
from the smoothed curves permit estimates of rate of perimeter Increase 
or total perimeter at any time interval within the limits of the data* 
Abell (l̂ liO) conducted a rate of spread study of free-burning fires 
m the national forests of California* In this st%4y, rate of initial 
spread was calculated from data contained in individual fire report 
Forms 929 for fires on the national forests during the years 192̂ -1937, 
inclusive* Perimeter on discovery was subtracted from perimeter lAen 
reached and the result divided by the elapsed time, discovery to arriv­
al* Perimeters were used equivalent to 1*5 times the circumference of 
circles with areas equal to the *&rea on discoveryand "area lAen 
reached" as given in the report* 
Rate of spread studies were finally brought into the laboratory by 
Pons in I9I&6* Under field conditions none of the Important factors 
such as the attributes of the atmospherê  the arrangement of the fuel 
bed, and the physical properties of the fuel pairticles, remained suffi­
ciently uniform through out an e;q>erlment to allow exact description of 
the numerous variables influencing the rate of fire spread* In order to 
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understand the Influence of these variables, experiments were conducted 
with model fires In beds of chosen homogeneous fuel particles (Pons, 
19L6) # According to Pons, the analysis of rate of fire spread in light 
forest fuels is based on the theory that the spread of a fire can be 
expressed as successive ignitions of adjacent fuel particles and that 
Its rate Is therefore governed by the time required to raise successive 
fuel particles to ignition tenqperature* Pons based his spread equations 
on the following variables: 1* film conductance; 2* heat transfer fac­
tor for radiation; 3* ignition tençjerature; U* fuel particle spacing; 
5* surface volume ratio of fuel; 6. specific heat; 7» density of fuel; 
and 8* fuel temperature* 
% until 19U9« no literature on rate of spread for grass fuels was 
found* "During a recent consideration of the value of fuel reduction 
as a fire control tool in the Rocky Mountain Region, a question was 
raised as to idiether the density of fuel had any effect on the rate of 
spread of grass fires" (Davis, 19lt9). To settle this question, some 
controlled bums were conducted on the Nebraska National Porest* One 
reason for a lack of data on this relationship is the fact that no con­
venient measurement is available for measuriî  fuel density* In this 
stuc(y, forage utilization was used as idie measurement of fuel density* 
All the tests showed conclusively that the reduction of fuel density 
has a malted effect on both the rate of spread and intensity of grass 
fires (Davis, 19li9)* 
After several rate of spread studies were conducted under actual 
burning conditions. Barrows made a statistical analysis of 2,955 fires 
whl̂  occurred from 1936-19U»* He calculated a rate of spread in peri­
meter increase in chains per hour* No field measurements were made. 
and he based his results on the fire reports from the fires* Barrows 
used the following variables in his study: 1« fuel rate of spread 
type (low, medium, hî , extreme and flash); 2* slope steepness; and 
3* burning index* 
At the present time vezy little work seems to be in progress in 
the rate of spread field* In ttie spring of 19̂ 9 a project proposal for 
a stiKfy on forest fire spread was drawn up by the Northern Forest Fire 
Laboratory* After revision, this proposal has just recently been ap­
proved and money granted for "ttie study* The study will probably get 
under way in the summer of 1961# 
search of the literature failed to disclose other research 
being done in cheatgrass and sagebrush fuels, other then the one study 
mentioned above* Also, "Project Fire Spread" is the only stuĉ  found 
which is using the forward rate of spread measurement* 
Description of the Area 
The area chosen for this study was the Boise area* Boise is locat­
ed in the southwestern part of Idaho, only about 60 miles fron the 
Oregon line* Boise is situated at the north-westem edge of the Snake 
River plain* The stud̂ r area is bordered by the Boise range on the 
north, the Boise valley on the west and the desert on the east and 
south* %e majority of the stud̂  area was located in the desert, with 
only the northern tip in the foothills of the Boise range* 
As described by Russell, the Snake River Plains consist of a rough­
ly crescent-shaped belt along the Snake River extending entirely across 
southern Idaho* This belt is about 350 miles long and from $0 to 75 
miles wide* The general appearance of this area is that of a vast, 
stream-eroded valley; however, it is actually a plateau formed prin­
cipally of lava beds, and does not owe its major surface features to 
erosion (Blaisdell, 1958)* 
The Snake River Plain is commonly regarded as a structural de­
pression that has been filled mainly by Pliocene and younger basalts 
and kindred volcanic rocks which are locally intermingled with sedi­
ments (Steams, 1938). 
Near the foothills along the north side of the Snake River Plain, 
cinder cones 50 to 200 feet high predominate* Over much of the plain, 
'most of the vents are broad lava dcsnes, each usually about 100 feet 
high and with the related flows covering an area of- about 30 square 
miles* 
Much of the area in which observations were taken consisted of 
flat, undulating to gently rolling countzy* A few areas with rough, 
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steep topography were encountered. Most of the land covered in the 
sttiĉ jr vas either flat or rolling* A large percentage of the fires 
occur on this igrpe of terrain* Because of the nature of the land 
form, much of the burned areas were on rolling land* This classi­
fication included areas whidi had changing form, frm hummocks to 
low rolling hills* For this reason, only small isolated islands 
occurred as flat topograpt̂ * 
figure 1 shows the general appearance of the terrain encount­
ered in the stuctjr area* 
# 
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Figure 1 Type of terrain encountered in study area 
Ftre History 
The management and protection of the vacant ptibllc lands of the 
Dhlted States to insure maximum beneficial use of the Nation's natural 
resources are primary objectives of the conservation policies laid 
down by the Congress and entrusted to the Department of the Interior 
for administration* 
"The Secretary of the Interior shall make provision for the pro­
tection, administration, regulation, and improvement of sadi grazing 
districts as m̂ gr be created"' (Taylor Grazing Act, 193U)« 
The above statements laid "Uie foundation for the present degr 
Bureau of Land Management* It vas also the policy statement for the 
foundation of management and protection plans for each dlstriot lAlch 
was established* 
Organized fire control has been employed in the Boise district to 
varying degrees ever since the district was established in 1936# The 
principal part of the fire fighting organization in the early days was 
drawn from the %villan Conservation Corps cainps throughout the area* 
The last of the C.C.C. camps went out about 19L2* Arom 19L2 until X95h 
the growing pains of the fire control organization were many* The or­
ganization was short on equipment as well as manpotrer* During this 
period little thought was given to how to suppress the fire* The main 
thought was to pat out the ones they could as quickly as possible* As 
settlement of the area increased, the number of fires*also Increased 
and a pressing need for an efficient fire fighting organization develop­
ed* Not until 191(2 was aity thought given to training the men for their 
fire fighting job* This early training of the men was very limited in 
—12" 
its soope» m 1955 the district held a district wide fire training 
sdiool* About 29U$ specialized equipment was introduced in fire c<m* 
trol* This equipment consisted of two-way radios, tankers* and of 
course, dozers* The present radio communication set-up was initiated 
in 1953# This set-up consists of mobile units, handy talkies and base 
stations* 
The district now has at its disposal heaiy dozers, slurry dropping 
planes, helicopters, spotter planes, a lookout network, the latest in 
radio equipment, and plenty of men to fulfill their demands except dur­
ing extreme periods of fire concentration * Todays organization has ad­
vanced a long way from that of yesterday. Nov they have new develope-
ments, such as helicopters, new chemicals, to incorporate into their 
plans* The district is now entering the phase of fire control manage­
ment* Even with better equipment and more training, the fire situation 
outlook is not good* Table 2 shows why intensive fire control manage­
ment phase should be undertaken* 
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TABLE 2 
Fire Statisticst Boise District of the Bureau 
of Land Management; for 1950 - 3560* 
No# of Total Acreage Average Acres 
Year Pires Burned Per Fire 
1950 73 11,60k 159 
1951 100 38,528 385 
1952 151 1*6,050 305 
1953 111 36,085 325 
1951* 122 7U,63fl 612 
1955 75 21,021 280 
1956 100 8,059 86 
1957 177 168,297 951 
1958 150 . 130,81*9 872 
1959 77 139*668 1,811* 
I960 132 115,551 875 
* Con̂ led from individual fire reports, and 'Uie 
xiuiiiber of fires does not include false alarms* 
Fuels 
Description 
The fuels encountered in this stud(jr are directly related to the 
fire histozy of the area* It is unlikely that many of the fuel types 
are climatic* This is because much of the area is repeatedly burned 
year after year. This situation of almost periodic burning creates a 
highly flammable fuel type* as annuals appear after the bum, they grcm 
fast and cure early# 
The usual ecological succession following a fire is* 1, first 
year after the fire, cheatgrass and weeds appear, 2. for the next two 
to three years the cover of cheatgrass intensifies, with a few pre-
annuals appearing, 3« if the area has not been rebumed in the preced­
ing years, after about four or five years sagebrush reappears on the 
area* The general ocouzrence after this is for the area to be sub­
jected to a rebum and the cycle begun anew* 
The Boise District has been fuel typed according to the classifi­
cation set up in the Bureau of Land Management Biannual* The different 
fuels are classified through the use of the capital letters H, M, and 
L, and small numerals such as 1, 2, and 3* The letters stand for high, 
medium and low rate of spread types» The numerals are only a method 
for easy identification of each fuel type within the main classification* 
The major fuel lypes of the district, encountered in the study, 
are given in table 3# 
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TABIB 3 
Major FUel lypes &ieountered In the Study 
aiel 
Classification Description 
H-1 area completely and continously covered with cheat­
grass 
H-2 same as H-1, except a density of .30 or better of 
perennial grasses and weeds is present on the area 
B.3 sagebrush and shads cale vegetative type cover with 
mi underatoiy of cheatgrass 
M-2 sagebrush or shadscale vegetative type with a mod­
M-b 
erate understory of perennial grasses 
juniper-sage cover with a good tmderstory of peren­
nial grasses and weeds 
The main fuels encountered in this study were sagebrush (Artemisia 
tridentata) and cheatgrass (Bromis teotorum)* Sagebrush is name 
given to various shrubby species of Artemisia, idiich are native to the 
plains and mountain slopes of western North America* The common sage­
brush (A* tridentata) is a much-branched shrub, usually 3 feet to 6 
feet, but sometimes 12 feet high, with silvezy-grQr, bitter-aromatic 
foliage. The small wedge-shape leaves usually have three teeth at the 
outer wd. This shrub is vezy abundant on semi-arid plains, mainly be­
tween 1,500 and 6,000 feet altitude, where it is often a conspicuous 
and characteristic feature of the v%etation* Figure 2 shows the ap­
pearance of sagebrush* 
Promus tectorun is known as downy chess, cheatgrass or downy brome* 
It is either an annual, summer annual, or winter annual introduced 
from Europe, that has spiread to some extent over portions of the 11 
far western states* Cheatgrass occtqAes chiefly plains, foothills and 
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IntermoTintatin -valleys* Although it is one of the less palatable 
species of brome grasses, its local abundance where better plants are 
absent makes it a valuable early spring forage plant for sheep, cattle 
and horses» Figure 3 shows the appearance of cheatgrass* 
Chemical Composition 
Anyone i&o has witnessed a range fire has noted the difference in 
smoke color emitted by burning sagebrush and cheatgrass* As illustrat­
ed in figure U# sagebrush bums with a black, oily looking smoke* One 
analogy which can be drawn is that a fire in sagebrush resembles an oil 
fire# On the other hand, a fire in cheatgrass bums fairly quietly, 
and emits a white smoke as illustrated in figure $* 
The composition of sagebrush tridentata) and cheatgrass (B* 
tectomm) as analysed Robertson and Torell (19̂ 6) is given in table 
li* 
TABLE h 
Chemical Composition of Cheatgrass and Sagebrush 
Stages of Maturilgr 
Congwsition*̂  
Early 
Leaf Mature 
Early Dry, Seed Diy 
Leaf Not Cast Wea-thered 
Crude protein 
Etiier-extract 
Nitrogen-free 
extract 
Fiber content 
Sagebrush 
lO.W 9*0% 
9.3 8.9 
U7.0 U6.0 
20.0% 2k.0% 
Cheatgrass 
13.5% U.3% 
3.2 1.8 1.8 
U8.3 A.O I»8.0 
20*0% 2U*0% 3U.0% 
* Composition percentage is based on the diy weight of the plant, does 
not include wood parts 
.18. 
Figure 3* Appearance of cheatgrass 
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Figure U. Sagebrush fire: note color of smoke 
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Figure 5» Cheatgrass fire: note color of smoke 
.21m 
The composition of ̂  tridentata as given by Cook (19$6) is given 
in table 5* Cook also gives the gross energy of sagebrush as U830 
cal/kg. 
XAMJS $ 
Chemical Composition* of 
Sagebrush 
Composition Percentage 
BUier extract 8*2̂  
Total protein 9*0 
Total ash 9.6 
Lignin 16.6 
Cellulose 18*5 
)ther carbo­
hydrates 38*1̂  
* Composition percentage is 
based on the dry weight 
of the tips and leaves 
only* 
The definition of terms used in chemical composition studies as 
given by the University of Nevada Agriculture Experiment Station (1906) 
arer 
Ash » is the inorganic or mineral portion of feeding stuffs 
Ether extract (fat) - is the portion of the food which is dissolved 
from the water free substance by ether, ben­
zine, gasoline etc. 
Crude fiber - consists of cellulose and lignin 
Protein - any of a class of naturally occurring con̂ lex of amino 
acids 
SLtrogen free extract - consists mainly of starch, sugars, gums 
etc* 
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1959 and I960 Fael Condltim 
In 19$9* the growth of vegetation vas delayed in April because 
moisture and temperatures were not conducive to rapid growth* There­
fore* most of the v%etative species did not grow to acgr height in 
April and maqy appeared to be suffering from drought conditions at the 
latter part of the month. With the increased precipitation in May* 
most of the grass species grew to normal heights and with moderate to 
heavy densities* Particularly was IMs true of the fuel type H-1 
(cheatgrass) which appeared to be 4ying by the latter part of April. 
Brush species had moderate growth with new apical stems reaching lengths 
of 10 inches or more in many localities. 
Most of the vegetative material (grasses and weeds) reached mata» 
rlty the first two weeks of June* In some localities, Russian thistle 
and mustard species were prevalent in moderate quantities thus reduc­
ing flamnability in late July and early August. With the moderate 
growth of vegetative material, most of the ranges in the Boise District 
were quite flammable after the species cured. 
In the spring of I960 the vegetative growth was estimated to be 
about average in the H-2, M-2 and M-U fuel types. Because of the lack 
of spring moisture, these vegetative types cured out and became flaim-
iâ>le earlier than usual. An apprœdmate cured date for the above 
species would be July 1st to July l5th« 
As a whole, the H-1 and H-3 fuel types had a vegetative growth 
slightly below normal. In certain areas the growth was about noimal. 
These types were cured for the most part by June 10th. In some cases 
tiie curing date was earlier than this* 
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Unlike the season beforê  mustard «as not prevalent in lazige 
enough volume to effect the flamiabillty* The I960 fire season was 
drier and longer than the previous me* 
Weather 
General Weather Patterns 
Located some 300 miles from the ocean, Idaho is, nevertheless in­
fluenced hy maritime air borne eastward from the Pacific on the prevail­
ing westerly winds» 
The pattern of average annual tempeẑ tures for the State indicates 
the effect both of latitude ami altitude* highest annual averages 
are found in the stretch of the Siake River Vall̂  from the vicinity of 
Bliss downstream to lewis ton, including the open valleys of the Boise 
and Weiser Rivers# 
The diurnal range of tenqperature is most M±rane in the high val­
leys and in the semiarid plains of the Shake River Valley# The mag­
nitude of diurnal range varies with the season, being greatest in the 
warmer part of the year# At Boise, the average diurnal range exceeds 
30 degrees F# in July and August# 
Seasonal distribution of precipitation shows a vexy mariced pattern 
of winter maximum and midsummer minlmom in the northem and western 
portions of the State# The average precipitation, for the Boise area, 
from April through September is U inches# These inches are 31% of 
the annual precipitation falling on the area# 
Past Weather Patterns 
The weather varies little during the fire season, from year to 
year# The precipitation and temperature records for the past 8 years 
and for the months of April through September are given in tables num­
ber 6, 7> 8, and 9# These tables are for weather bureau statlcms at 
Boise and Mountain Home Idaho and are taken from the climatologlcal 
TABLE 6 
Total Precipitation and Departures From the Long Term Normal (Boise Weather Bureau) 
April May- Juno July- August September 
Total Depar­ Total Depar­ Total Depar­ Total Depar­ Total Depar­ Total Depar­
Tear Ppt. ture ture Ppt. ture Ppt. ture F^t. ture Ppt. ture 
1953 1.52 0.L2 2.59 1.50 1.22 0.38 T -0.18 0.12 -0.09 0.02 -O.lili 
l9Sh .12 - .68 .95 — .ill 1.10 .26 0.06 ^ .12 .2U .03 .08 — .3Q 
19# 1.U8 .39 IM .39 .63 - .21 .39 .21 T — .21 .12 ~ .3Û 
19# 1.62 .52 2.18 1.09 .80 — .Oli .15 — *03 .08 - .13 .02 - .hit 
1957 1.15 .05 2.79 1.70 .25 - .59 T - .18 T — .21 ,06 — .Uo 
1958 1.9k ,8k 2.05 .96 2,9k 2.10 .18 .30 .53 .32 .12 "• .3U 
1959 .19 - .91 1.68 .59 .27 - .57 T - .18 ,6k .13 2.5U 2.08 
I960 0.U3 -0*6? 1.21 0.12 0.01 -0.83 0.95 0,77 0.83 0.62 
Note: T means a trace of precipitation 
TABLE 7 
Average Temperature and Departures From the Long Term Normal (Boise Weather Bureau) 
April May June July August September 
Av, Depar­ Av. Depar­ Av. Depar­ Av, Depar­ Av. Depar­ Av. Depar­
Tear Temp. ture Temp. ture Temp, ture Temp. ture Temp. ture Tenp, ture 
1953 W.i —3.8 52.2 -5.9 59.U -5,7 7k.1 -0.7 71.5 -1.0 66.0 3.6 
195U it9.9 0.0 59.9 1.8 61.3 -3.8 75.U .6 68.2 -li.3 61.6 - .8 
19# uii.o -5.9 53.6 -U.5 66.7 1.6 71.3 -3.5 7b .6 2.1 62.5 .1 
19# 50.6 .7 59.5 l.l 61.5 - .6 75.2 .U 69.7 -2.8 6L.2 1.8 
1957 18.7 -1.2 58.2 .1 66.0 .9 73.2 -1.6 70.7 —1.8 65.3 2.9 
1958 17.8 -2.1 6U.3 6.2 66.0 .9 7k.0 - .8 75.9 3.U 62.0 - .U 
1959 50.7 .8 52.7 -5.U 68.6 3.5 76.0 1.2 70.0 -2.5 59.7 -2.7 
I960 ii9.0 -0.9 59.5 —3.6 68.9 3.8 80.7 5.9 69.0 -3.5 
Note: Thé average temperature is calculated from the average of the maximum and minimum 
temperatures• 
TABLE 8 
Total Precipitation and Departures From the Long Term Normal (Mountain Home Air Force Base) 
April May- June July August September 
Total Depar­ Total Depar­ Total Depar­ Total Depar­ Total Depar­ Total Depar­
rear Ppt. ture Ppt. ture Ppt. ture Ppt. ture Ppt. ture Ppt. ture 
1953 1.09 0.15 1.96 1.06 1.29 0.59 0.00 -0.37 0.09 —0.08 0.30 -0.18 
I9$k .17 - .77 .13 - .77 1.56 .86 .02 - .35 .18 .01 .07 — .ill 
1955 1.72 .78 l.lL ,2h .71 .01 .07 — .30 .00 - .17 .05 - .ii3 
1956 .16 — .78 l»hh .5I1 .99 .29 .00 - .37 .08 - .09 .00 - M 
1957 .66 •" .08 2.16 1.56 .15 - .55 .00 - .37 T - .17 .06 — .Ii2 
1958 .96 .06 .96 .06 1.U8 .78 .03 - .3I4 .12 - .05 .05 - .1*3 
1959 .10 — ,81 1.23 .31 .11 — .66 .00 - .29 .111 — .01 1.76 1.L8 
I960 0.06 -0.85 1.W 0.56 0.00 -0.77 0.00 -0.29 0.67 0.52 
Note* T means a trace of precipitation 
TABLE 9 
Average Temperature and Departures Prom the iLong Term Normal (Mountain Home Air Force Base) 
April May June July August September 
Av. Depar­ Av. Depar­ Av. Depar­ Av. Depar­ Av. Depar­ Av. Depar­
Year Temp. ture Temp. ture Temp. ture Temp. ture Temp, ture Teirip. ture 
19$3 U8,2 —O.it 53.5 -2.5 62.7 -0.6 78,6 6.1 7k.9 5.U 68,6 8.7 
19̂ k 52.7 h.l 63.0 7.0 63.1 — #2 78.5 6.3 71.L 1.9 6a.3 U.U 
1955 15.5 -3.1 55.1 " .9 66.3 3,0 73,2 1.0 77.0 7.5 63.1 3.2 
1956 50.6 2.0 60,6 I4.6 66.0 2.7 75.7 3.5 71.5 2.0 65.7 5.8 
1957 U8.7 .1 57.7 1.7 67.6 h.3 7li.l 1.9 70,9 1.U 65.k 5.5 
1958 he.9 —1.7 6b.1 8.1 66.2 2.9 73.0 .8 76,3 6.8 61.8 1.9 
1959 L9.2 - .h 52.5 -k.8 69.0 5.2 7L.9 1.5 69,8 -1.2 59.I4 -2.5 
I960 52.6 3.0 5ii.6 -2.7 68.2 L.a 77.1 U.o 68,5 -2.5 
Note: The average temperature is calculated from the average of the maximum and minimum 
temperatures» 
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data put out by the Department of Commerce* These two stations repre­
sent the climatic conditions of the area in which the study was made* 
Weather Suaanary (1959 Fire Season) 
April was warm over the entire district* The snow melted off 
early. The temperatures averaged about 2 degrees above normal for the 
month* At the same time, the precipitation averaged considerable below 
normal* May started out with a cool, showery period* 
At the first of June, the snow-padc was far below normal for the 
area. The first part of the month continued warm for several days 
under the influence of high pressure* About the 5th, a showery period 
developed* This lasted until the 8th* Another high pressure area 
dominated the district beginning with the 9th* The upper flow shifted 
to tile southwest* The teinperatures climbed to the high 90's and even 
to above 100 degrees* The humidity dropped off to 10 to 15%* This hot, 
dry period lasted until the 12th* Another hot, dry period lasted from 
the l6th to the 2lith* Again the temperatures cliidbed to the 100 degree 
maz4c and the humidity droned to 10#* 
The first week of July turned hot* After the first week, the 
typical hot weather pattern of sumner developed* This took the form of 
an area of high pressure that remained over the Intermountain area for 
the balance of the month* Under tills regime, the air was from the 
south and brought temperatures in the 90* s and slightly over 100 
degrees. The humidî  dropped to between 5 and 10%* Fire danger was 
extreme over the entire area during the latter part of the montii# 
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The first of August started oat with an intense, dry thunderstonn# 
As August progressed, the severe danger conditions intensified* The 
heat was broken with another thunderstorm the last part of the month# 
September was fair and cool for the most part* 
i960 Fire Season 
The month of April was dry and cool* The precipitation for the 
mmth was 2%$% of normal which is *67" below normal, while the average 
tenqperature was *9 degrees below normal* 
May was wet and cool* The precipitation was *12* above normal and 
the temperature was 13*6 degrees below normal* The majority of the 
precipitation occurred in Hie first part of the month* Toward the last 
of the month, temperatures climbed into tiie seventies and low eighties* 
The month of June was characterized by below normal precipitation 
with above normal tenqperatures* The precipitation averaged *83" below 
normal while the average temperature was 3*8 degrees above normal* For 
the most part, temperatures were in the seventies and eighties, with 
the last three days of the month having temperatures in the high 
nineties* 
In ̂ uly both precipitation and tenqperature averaged above normal* 
The precipitation was *77" above and the temperature was 5*9 degrees 
above normal* The worst fire danger of many years existed during the 
first part of the mcmth* 
From the Lth of the month until the 30th, the tenq)erature was 90 
degrees or over every day* (Hie entire amount of rainfall for the month 
occurred on the 30th and 31st* This heavy rain brought the extreme 
fire danger down to normal* 
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The month of August marked the return of above normal precipitation 
and below normal average temperature. The precipitation was *62" above 
normal and the average temperature was 3*5 degrees below normal* The 
cool wet weather tdiich occurred the last of July carried over into the 
first of August* From the 6th to the 12th the hot weather of July re­
turned* After the 12th, normal temperatures returned until the 21*th 
tdien precipitation again occurred. After this break in the weather the 
fire danger never climbed to lAat it had been in July* 
Methods 
General 
The main objective of the study was to investigate the mechanism 
of rate of spread in fine fuels and to try to determine what factors 
influence rate of spread in these fuels* As a result of this investi­
gation rate of spread data was gathered, from idiich rate of spread 
tables were constructed* 
Since rate of spread is affected by envirwmental factors, these 
factors (average wind speed, dew point, relative humidity, dzy bulb 
temperature and burning index) were measured along with forward rate of 
spread* The basic method of attacking the problem was to measure the 
forward rate of spread along with the current environmental factors 
listed above* No attempt was made to secure rate of spread data for 
set patterns of environmental factors* Data was obtained on fires as 
they occurred* 
Before the start of this stû y, forms were designed to facilitate 
recording of data* These forms were* 1, fire behavior evaluation sheet, 
2* classification of fuel factors, and 3* fuel moisture sampling sheet* 
Attached in the appendix is a copy of each of these forms* 
The basic data included environmental factors — dry bulb teng)era*̂  
ture, humidity, dew point, wind speed and direction; burning index; 
fuel factors « plant species, volume, and continuity; and forward 
spread in chains per hour* 
Burning index is a relative number denoting the combined evaluation 
of the inflannability of forest fuels and the rate of spread of fire in 
such fuels for specific combinations of fuel moisture content, 
«•32» 
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herbaceous stage, wind velocity and other factors (8AF, 1950}• Burn­
ing index consists of many items. These items, which are found in the 
Model 8 meter, are: 1« wind speed, 2. relative humidity, 3* five day 
fuel moisture stick total, U* severity index and 5* the current fuel 
moisture stick reading. All of these items can be obtained at the site 
of the fire except for the fuel moisture stick readings. Since it was 
necessary to have a measurement of burning index at the site of the 
fire, certain assumptions had to be made. It was assumed that the fuel 
moisture did not vary greatly from one similar locale to the next. 
Therefore, in determining the burning index, the five day total and 
current fuel moisture fron the closest station was used in cocbination 
with the other measurements obtained at the site of the fire. 
Hate of Spread 
Methods used in obtaining rate of spread were many. Some methods 
proved more efficient and adaptable than others. 
The methods used in obtaining rate of spread werer 1. paper sacks 
filled with powdered sodium calcium borate weare tossed into the front 
line of the fire at definite time intervals. The sacks were tossed so 
that tĥ  would burst, spreading the borate on the ground. The borate 
remained white after the fire burned over it. After the fire had pass­
ed by, the distance between the borate bags was measured and the rate of 
spread calculated. This method worked well on slow moving fires, >diere 
a definite "head" had not developed. 2. The parallel compass course 
method involved the following procedure; the observer would walk alcng 
one flank at a safe distance. He would follow a compass course approxi­
mately parallel to the direction of the fire "head". He would pace 
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along 80 that the "head" would be at a right angle, measuring the right 
angle with the compass for accuraqr* The distance paced between two 
successive measurements will be the same as the distance the fire 
traveled during a definite period. This method jnroved to be the least 
efficient* At a distance considered safe, the head of the fire is 
obscured by smoke and terrain* 3* The third method involved the use 
of a truck to keep up with the fire* This method works well on fast 
moving fires* With the use of a four-Wieel drive vehicle, most fires 
can be tracked in this manner* li* The fourth method used, involved 
getting into the burned area behind the "head" of the fire* By estab­
lishing a series of landmarks or reference points ahead of the fire and 
noting the time that the "head" arrived at each one, the spread can be 
measured by pacing* This method is best adapted to fires in rough and 
steep terrain, and for fine fuels idiich bum up rapidly* All four 
methods were used at least once during the period of this stud̂ * I 
used the truck method and the pacing behind the fire "head" method 
exclusively to obtain the data used in this study* 
After the rate of spread is obtained for a definite time interval, 
through the use of a simple proportion, the measured spread can be con­
verted into spread per hour* For e%aiq)le: a fire spreads 20 chains in 
fifteen minutes* The spread per hour is 80 chains* 
20 chains m X 
*2̂  hour 1 hour 
X r 20 chns/* 2$ hr* 
I: 80 diains per hour 
%en the third method was used the mileage in miles and tenths 
was noted. The mileage was converted into chains, as one mile Is 80 
diains* 
Weather Factors 
Di normal situations, the veather factors measured for this study 
are obtained from the weather bureau or from fire danger stations. Di 
a studty of this type the weather measurements have to be indicative of 
what is present on the fire site# 
The weather measurements were taken on the fire line with a belt 
weather kit, see figures 6 and 7» This kit includes a sirnqple wind 
meter, a sling psyehrometer and psychrometric tables. A hand-held 
portable anomometer, see figures 8 and 9, was used in addition to the 
wind meter during the second fire season. A Forest Service portable 
weather station was used the first season when time peraitted. A 
portable hygrothermograph was available for use the first season when 
time allowed its use. A compass was used to determine the wind direction. 
The ]m>isture content of the individual fuel components was obtained 
from clipped sanqples of the different fuel components. These sanqples 
were taken at the fire sites. Fuel moisture content was based on oven-
dry weight of the fuel samples, using standard procedures. For the 
exact procedure please refer to the fuel moisture sampling sheet in the 
appendix. 
Analysis 
The data will be shown in the following tables: 1. sumnaxy of the 
spread data, 2. rates of spread by fuel type and burning index class, 
3. rates of spread by topogrâ Aor, fuel type, fuel type continuity and 
by burning index class, U. rates of spread by fuel typ® and wind class, 
5. rates of spread by topograjAqr, fuel type, fuel type continuity and 
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wind class, 6# rates of spread by dew point, fuel type and topography, 
?• rates of spread by time of day, fuel type and topography, and 8* 
a sununazy giving the average rates of spread obtained* fVom these 
tables, the variables which effect fire spread most were separated# 
Fuel types were delineated on the basis of the percentage of each 
seperate component. Three fuel iypes were delineated: 1* Sagebrush -
this type was composed of at least 65 percent sagebrush, the remaining 
composition was scattered grasses and annual weeds* 2* Cheatgrass and 
sagebrush - this type had a composition of at least 55 percent cheat-
grass forming a complete cover under the brush and in the intervening 
areas* 3* Cheatgrass and other grasses such as bluebunch wheatgrass 
(Agropyron spicatum) and Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis)* 
fuel density was described only as uniform or patchy* The defini­
tions for these terms as outlined by Barrows (1951) are: "Ifaiform -
includes all fuels distributed continuously over the area being evaluat­
ed* Areas containing a network of stringers or blocks which connect 
with each other to provide a continuous paiJi for the spread of fire 
are included in this classification"# "Patchy - includes all fuels 
distributed unevenly over the area being evaluated* Definite breaks 
should be present, such as patches of rocky out-croppings or plots where 
the dominant vegetation is of much lower inflammability than the main 
fuel body"* The effect of grazing was not considered as such in this 
atudty* It was assumed that if heavy grazing had been present, this fact 
would show up in ̂ e continuity of the lUels* 
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Figure 6, Forest Service ranger belt weather kit 
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Figure 7# Use of belt weather kit 
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Figure 8. Hand-held portable anomometer 
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Figure 9. Use of portable anomometer 
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As all fire control personnel know, certain degrees of slope and 
topography influence the spread of a fire* For the purpose of this 
study four divisions of slope steepness were thought to be sufficient* 
The four divisions used during the first summer of data gathering were s 
1* flat, 0-20$, 2* rolling, 21-̂ 0$, 3# rough, 51-90$, and U* steep, 
over 91$. 
The topography of the area was neither all flat or rolling, nor 
all rough and steep* After analysis of the first grotqp of data it was 
decided to make the four divisions into two. This was done because 
there was not enough difference in rate of spread between flat and roll­
ing, or rough and steep topograph. The data was reclassified into two 
topographic types: flat to rolling, 0-50$ and rough to steep, over 50$* 
The data was statistically analysed on an IBM 709 machine. %e 
program used, is designated as Idle BIMD 06, multiple regression program* 
The data processing woik was done by the Western Data Processing Caater, 
# 
Graduate School of Business Administration, Université" of California* 
The data was processed free of dtiarge, as Montana State University is 
one of the participating institutions of a grotqp of schools in connection 
with this center# 
The output of this program includes the following, for all possible 
combinations of the variables which were used* 1* sums, 2. sums of 
squares, 3. means, U. standard deviations, 5. cross product sums, 6. 
cross products of deviations, 7. correlation coefficients, 8. analysis 
of variance for the multiple regression, and 9. a computed F value for 
each set of data. Arom the above information it is possible to pick 
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out the regression equation which best fits the data, and it will also 
be possible to pick out the variables which have the greatest influence 
on rate of spread* These important variables can be picked out through 
the use of F tests, multiple correlation coefficients comparison, stan­
dard deviations and standard error of estimate for the various regression 
equations. 
The variables used in the analysis are: 1# relative humidity, 2. 
dew point, 3* burning index, k. average wind speed, and 5* dry bulb 
temperature. The variables of fuel type, topography and fuel type 
continuity were divided from the other variables as headings for sets 
of cbservations# 
There are four sets of observations. These sets arer 1. fuel type-
sagebrush; topography - flat to rolling; fuel continuity - uniform, 2. 
fuel type - sagebrush; topography - rough to steep; fuel continul̂  -
patchy, 3* fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush; topography - flat to 
rolling; fuel continuity - uniform, and !t. fuel type - cheatgrass plus 
other grasses; topography - flat to rolling; fuel continuity - uniform. 
Some of the original data was un-useable due to the lack of sufficient 
observations in each type. The minimum number of observations that is 
required by the machine program is two more than the nuober of vari­
ables used. With jH.ve variables the minimum number of observations 
allowed was seven. 
Discussion 
Original Data 
The data has been sunmarized into tables according to previously 
defined classifications* It will be convenient to discuss the summaxy 
tables of the average rates of spread rather than each individual 
table* Therefore, the sunmaiy tables appear in the text, and the 
original tables are in the attached appendix* 
TABLE 10 
Summary of Average Rates of Spread by Topography 
and Fuel Type 
• 
Av* Rate No* of 
Topography Fuel Type of Spread* Obs* 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush 9h 21 
Rough - steep Sagebrush $6 10 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass -
m IB other grasses 
Rough - steep Cheatgrass -
other grasses 70 3 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass -
96 8 sagebrush 
* Spread is forward spread in chains per hour 
Table 10 presents the susmazy of the data from all observations 
aocording to fuel "type and topograplqr* The rates of spread are averages 
of all the observations for the various classifications* As can be 
expected, the cheatgrass plus other grasses fuel type has the highest 
rate of spread* This is due to the high flamaability of cheatgrass* 
Flamability is the relative ease with which fuels ignite and bum 
regardless of the quantity of the fuel* Heavier fuels bum slower 
4il(. 
because the ignition and oxidation process takes longer* The density 
of fuels contributes to the rate of spread, especially lAien the fuels 
are uniform in continuity# 
TABLE 11 
Sunmazy of Average Hates of Spread by Fuel T̂ rpe 
and Burning Ihdez 
Burning At. Rate No* of 
Ftiel Type Index of Spread Obs* 
Sagebrush 36-50 55 3 
Sagebrush 5lr70 59 16 
Sagebrush 71-85 no 11 
Sagebrush 86-100 208 1 
Cheatgrass-
36-20 other grasses 83 2 
Cheaî rasa -
51-70 other grasses 133 10 
Cheatgrass -
1U3 other grasses 71-85 8 
Cheatgrass -
other grasses 86-100 160 1 
Cheatgrass -
51-70 89 sagebrush 7 
Cheatgrass -
71-85 160 sagebrush 1 
m table 11 all the data has been considered by two single classi­
fications; fuel type and burning index* Under normal circumstances, 
the rate of spread of a fire is expected to increase as the burning 
index increases* The data in table 11 backs up this conclusion* It is 
noticed that with each increase in burning index, an increase also 
occurs in the rate of spread* In almost all of the cases, the average 
rate of spread is backed up by a sufficient number of observations* 
Sufficient number, in this case, means more than two observations* 
Only in a few cases do gaps exist in the data* The biggest lack of 
data is found in the fuel type labeled cheatgrass plus sagebrush* 
TABLE 12 
Suomaxy of Average Rates of Spread by Riel Î pe, Continuity, 
Topograpl̂  and Burning Index 
Burning Av* Rate No* of 
Topography Fuel ̂ r̂p@ Continui-fy Index of Spread Obs* 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush Uniform 36-50 78 2 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush Uniform 51-70 86 9 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush Uniform 71-85 121 6 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush Ibiform 86-100 208 1 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush Patchy 51-70 27 2 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush PatclQr 71-65 U8 I 
Rough - steep Sagebrush UnifozTt 51-70 36 1 
Rough - steep Sagebrush Patchy 36-50 8 1 
Rough - steep Sagebrush Patchy 51-70 21 k 
Rough - steep Sagebrush Patdjy 71-85 109 h 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
36-50 83 grasses Uniform 2 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
51-70 176 grasses Uniform 7 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
71-85 1U3 8 grasses IMifoim 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
51-70 U8 grasses Patchy X 
Rough - steep Qieatgrass-
51-70 25 grasses Patchy 2 
Rouf̂  - steep Cheatgrass-
86-100 160 grasses Patchy 1 
Flat - rolling Cbeatgrass-
51-70 sagebrush Uniform 99 6 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
71-85 160 sagebrush Ifoiform 1 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
51-70 2U sagebrush Patchy 1 
-16. 
In table 12 the data vas segregated according to fuel types* 
continuitŷ  topogrâ q̂r and burning index classes* The effects of 
oontinoity of fuels, and topography do not show the significant be­
havior in table 11, as when these factors were used for segregating the 
observations, as was done in table 12# 
Consider the sagebrush fuel type in tables 11 and 12* For a burn­
ing index class of 51-70, the average forward rate of spread varies 
from $9 chains per hour in table 11 to 86 chains in table 12» The 
difference of 27 chains per hour is significant to fire control. How-
ever, in these cases, particularly in table 12, the continuity of fuel 
as well as topography, plays an important part. Whereas in table 11, 
16 observations were considered, in table 12 only 9 observations were 
considered. With such few observations, it is rather presuoptous to 
make other than general conclusions regarding the data, unless statis­
tically backed tqp* 
Table 13 shows the data according to fuel type and wind speed, 
disregarding the other factors that affect fire spread. The data pre­
sented in this manner does not show factors which limit fire spread. 
The rate of spread is for those observations lAich fall into the various 
wind speed classes according to fuel types. Considering these rates of 
spread figures it is obvious, Arom the wind speed classification, fac­
tors other than wind are affecting rate of spread. For nearly all of 
the fuel types, as the wind increases the rate of spread decreases* It 
is not known why* In the cheatgrass type for example, the rate of 
spread was 198 chains in the U to 7 HFH class, lAile it was UtO chains 
in the 8 to 12 MPH class* 
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TABLE 13 
Sunnazy of Average Rates of Spread by Ftiel 
and Average Wind Classes 
Average At* Rate No. of 
Fttel Type Wind Class of Spread Obs* 
Sagebrush U-7 53 6 
Sagebrush 8-12 89 16 
Sagebrush 13-18 88 9 
Cheatgrass-
other grasses 0-3 37 3 
Cheatgrass-
W other grasses 198 h 
Cheatgrass-
2hO other grasses 6—12 9 
Cheatgrass-
13-18 128 other grasses $ 
Gheatgrass-
2h sagebrush 0-3 1 
Cheatgrass-
it-7 sagebrush 8$ 3 
Cheatgrass-
266 sagebrush 8-12 2 
Cheatgrass-
sagebrush 13-18 8U 2 
TABLE m 
Suimary of Average Rates of Spread by Fuel l̂ jrpe. Continuity, 
Topography and Wind Classes 
Av. 
Topography Fuel (ĵ rpe Continuity Wind Av. Rate No. of 
Class of Spread Obs. 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush Uniform lt-7 1$ h 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush Ifaiform 8-12 105 10 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush Uniform 13-18 128 h 
Plat - rolling Sagebrush Patchy 8-12 h2 2 
Flat - rolling Sagebrush Fatê  13-18 18 1 
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TABLE lU-Continued 
Topography Fuel Type Continuity 
Av. 
Wind 
Class 
Av. Rate 
of Sipread 
No. of 
Obs* 
Rough - steep Sagebrush Uniform 8-12 32 1 
Rough - steep Sagebrush Patchy k-7 9 2 
Rough - steep Sagebrush Patclqr 8-12 26 2 
Rough - steep Sagebrush Patchy 13-18 6k k 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
ho other grasses Dhifora 0-3 2 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
U-7 198 other grasses Uniform k 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
8-12 other grasses Uniform 170 7 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
other grasses Uniform 13-18 120 1» 
Rough - steep Cheatgrass-
other grasses Uniform 0-3 30 1 
Rough - steep Ctoeatgrass-
8-12 other grasses Uniform 20 1 
Rough - steep Cheatgrass-
160 other grasses Uniform 13-18 1 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
a-7 85 sagebrush Uniform 3 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
166 sagebrush Uniform 8-12 2 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
81» sagebrush Unifonn 13-18 2 
Flat - rolling Cheatgrass-
2k sagebrush Patdiy 0-5 1 
In table lÛ  the data was summarized with the significant behavior 
f&otors. These behavior factors are: topograplQr, fuel type, fuel con­
tinuity and average wind speed class* These factors are the basic fac­
tors which affect rate of spread. With the addition of significant 
behavior factors, the data fell into a slightly better pattern, or a 
more logical pattern. Oddities still occurred, however* For example 
-U$u 
in the cheatgrass plus other grasses fuel type, with fuel oontinuily 
uniform and a topography of flat to rolling, the rate of spread drops 
from a high of 198 chains in the U to 7 MFH class down to 120 chains 
in the 13 to 18 MFH class* 
It appears that there are other atmospheric factors affecting the 
fuel consumption, which were not measured or visually seen. Arom the 
data, one may conclude that wind alone is not a factor lAich limits 
rate of spread. 
TABLE 2S 
Stumary of Average Rates of Spread by Fuel Type, Topography 
and Dew Point 
Dew Av. Rate No. oi 
Point Fttel Tjype Topography of Spread ObS. 
30-39® Sagebrush Flat - rolling 123 12 
U0̂ 9 Sagebrush flat - rolling 53 7 
50-59 Sagebrush Flat - rolling 58 2 
30̂ 39 Sagebrush Rough - steep mo y 
U0-U9 Sagebrush Rough - steep 17 
50-59 Sagebrush Rough - steep 22 £ 
20-29 Cheatgrass-
other grasses Flat - rolling 136 h 
30-39 Cheatgrass-
i0̂ 9 
other grasses Flat - rolling 101 7 
Cheatgrass-
other grasses Flat - rolling 213 6 
20-29 Cheatgrass-
160 other grasses Rough - steep 1 
30-39 Cheatgrass-
other grasses Rough - steep 20 1 
U0-lt9® Cheatgrass-
other grasses Rough - steep 30 1 
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TABLB 35-Continned 
Dew Av* Rate No* of 
Point Fuel Type Topography of Qpread Obs* 
30-39® Cheatgrass-
88 
kO-l9 
sagebrush Flat - rolling 3 
Cheatgrass-
165 sagebrush Flat - rolling 3 
50-59® Cheatgrass-
sagebrush Flat - rolling 10 2 
In table 1$, the data vas segregated by dew point classes, fùel 
types and topography. This segregation was done to see how much of 
an effect dew point has on fire spread* It has been thought, in the 
past, that as dew point increased, the rate of spread of a fire would 
decrease* Even though analysis is hanpered by the lack of data, except 
for a few occurrences the rate of spread did decrease as dew point in­
creased* 
In table 16, the data was segregated hy time of day, fuel type and 
topography* This type of segregation does not show all of the factors 
which limit or determine fire spread* Table 16 was composed to determine 
if time of day was causing the irregularities which showed up in the 
previous table* The knowledge that fires tend to slow down as night 
approaches, is generally accepted today* This slow down is caused by 
changes in the basic factors influencing rate of spread, for example 
increase in dew point, in relative humidity, less wind etc* It will be 
noted that in several cases, the data backs up this statement* It is 
also interesting to note when the maximum spread occurred in eadx type* 
•>51* 
In three out of the five types, the maxlimm spread occurred between $ 
and 6 o'clock. Di the other two cases, the maxinran spread occurred 
between 3 and li o'clock, and between 2 and 3 o'clock* This last 
maximum does not have the number of observations backing It up as do 
the others. It will also be noted that in the heavier fuels, the max­
imum occurred between 5 and 6 o'clock, while in the lighter fuel the 
maximum occurred earlier in the day. 
TABLE 16 
Stmsnaxy of Average Rates of 
Qpread by Time of Day, Fuel 
Type and Topograph 
Av* Rate No. of 
Time of %read Obs# 
Fuel Igrpe - cheatgrass and other 
grasses 
Topography - flat to rolling 
2m2t$9 AM U8 1 
11-11:59 AM 76 Z 
12-12:59 FM UB 1 
1-1:59 93 2 
3-3:59 256 Z 
W:59 166 9 
5-5:59 126 2 
8-8:59 W 1 
Fuel type - cheatgrass and other 
grasses 
Topograî  - rough to steep 
2-2:59 AM 30 1 
lt-U:59 m 20 1 
5-5r59 160 1 
—$2" 
TABLE l6-Contiimed 
Av* Rate No* of 
lime of Spread Obs« 
Fuel igrpe - cheatgrass and sage­
brush 
Topography - flat to rolling 
2-2:59 PM 16 1 
2U0 2 
6-6 36 2 
7-7:59 12 1 
8-8:59 8 1 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
Topography - flat to rolling 
1-1:59 m 78 2 
2-2:59 57 u 
3-3:59 96 1 
b-b:59 139 3 
5-5:59 200 1 
6-6 r59 200 2 
7-7:59 59 3 
8-8:59 U6 2 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
Topograpty « rough to steep 
2-2r59 ÎM 13U 1 
3-3:59 96 1 
5-5:59 17 3 
6-6:59 111 2 
7-7:59 PM 9 2 
Statistical Data 
Before a discussion of the actual data is undertaken* a brief 
sunsoazy of statistical terms and their meanings should be given* The 
following calculations were used in determining which variables to use 
to predict the forward rate of spread* The first calculation viewed 
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vas the multiple correlation coefficient. This coefficient measures 
the ability of the regression equation to estimate rate of spread from 
the independent variables* Since the coefficient is always less than 
unity, the closer it is to unily Indicates the increasing ability of 
%e regression equation to estimate the rate of spread accurately from 
the indépendant variables (Snedecor, 1937)# 
The next most important calculation «Aiich was examined, was a 
term called the F value. In an analysis of variance two mean squares 
are obtained. The F value is the ratio of one mean square to the other 
(Snedecor, 193U). This F value in turn can be tested for significance, 
using a table of F and confidence limits. The test is affected by us­
ing F to determine lAiether the iman square due to regression is signi­
ficantly greater than that unexplained by regression (Snedecor, 1937)* 
If F is not significant, not much evidence is present to back up the 
hypothesis that the regression equation is better to use to predict the 
rates of spread, instead of using the mean of the rates of spread. 
The third calculation viewed was the standard error of estimate. 
This measures variation among errors of estimate in the same way that 
"Une standard deviation measures variation in average rates of spread, 
(&iedecor, 1937). Therefore, the smaller the standard error of estimate, 
the less variation occurs between estimates. 
In the IBM results of the analysis of the datâ  a table of resi­
duals is given for each coiijination of variables within each set of 
observations. This residual is the difference resulting between each 
measured rate of spread value and the estimated rate of spread value. 
Table 17 is representative of a table of residual# 
TABLE 17 
Table of IBM Residuals 
Observation Ï* Value X Estimate Besidual 
1. 16.00000 17.25623 - 1.2562 
2. 192.00000 161.69067 30.309; 
3. h8.00000 62.73663 -lli.7366 
320.00000 2U7.89020 72.1098 
5. 160.00000 2U7.89020 -87.8902 
6. 12.00000 1$.6UU96 - 3.61A9 
7. 8.00000 2.89038 5.1096 
* The X value in all cases is the forward rate of 
spread lAich was measured# 
The tables of residuals were examined and the average plus devia­
tion and overall average deviation were calculated* For table 17 the 
average plus deviation was and the total overall average devia­
tion was 30*72* In this case the language of the IBM machine is 
opposite to normal thinking* In normal thought, the minus deviations 
would indicate that the estimated rate of spread was below the measur­
ed one* In the language of the IBM machine, the minus deviations are 
the ones in which the estimate was larger than the measured quantity. 
It is felt that it is better to over estimate the spread rather than 
underestimate it* Therefore, the smaller average plus deviation signi­
fies a better estimation for the regression equation* 
For those lAo are familiar with linear regression but not with 
multiple regression, several differences between the two should be 
mentioned* The biggest difference is that in multiple regression there 
are many factors interrelated, all working together and on each other* 
This makes it inqpossfble to examine jiist one statistical value to tell 
if tiie regression is of value or not. Therefore, all of the above 
mentioned statistical values have to be examined together instead of 
seperately* 
Because of the con̂ lexity of multiple regression, some of Mie 
tests applicable to straight regression either can not be applied, or 
can not be applied veiy easily to multiple regression* ]h a straight 
linear regression i»roblem vhich exists in a single flat plane, confi­
dence limits can be placed on the Y estimate* Multiple regression 
exists not only in width, but depth, and on many planes* Since this is 
the case, confidence limits can not be placed on the Y estimate, with 
any degree of accuracy* As each independent variable varies along its 
own line, confidence limits can be placed only cm each set of indepen­
dent variables, not cm the equation as a iihole* Conversely, as limits 
can not be placed on the equation as a idiole; it is as equally impos­
sible to determine the number of samples required to raise the result 
to a desired or set confidence limit* Therefore, it can only be assum­
ed that an added number of sanqples will increase the accurraqr of 
prediction* Even if the additional nunber of samples could be deter* 
mined, in a stuĉ  of wildfires, sanqples can not be chosen, only obtain­
ed where they may fall* 
Another facet of the problem which tends to cloud the entire pic­
ture is the nature of the problem itself* A study can not begin to 
adequately measure all of the variables lAlch influence rate of spread* 
Therefore, in a rate of spread study the investigator has to work with 
the facts he obtains* 
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To be able to pick out the best equation for each set of observa­
tionŝ  trom the thirty-one calculated equations * a long process of 
elimination vas undertaken. The process undertaken was identical for 
each set of observations, so the procedure will be explained for only 
one set# 
The first step was to pick out the equation or equations with 
the highest multiple correlation coefficient* This was done for each 
main combination of variables* For instance the equation with the 
highest coefficient was picked out from the group idiere one variable 
was deleted, than from the grotq) idiere two variables were deleted and 
so on* The second step was to pick out the equations with the highest 
F values from each main group of variables* 
The third step was slightly more cmnplicated, and involved inspec­
tion of tables such as table 18* 
TABLE 18 
Table of IBM Results* 
Variable Std* Reg* Variance 
Number Mean Devia* Coef* Added 
1. 12*00 5.29 ll*Ul 578*51 
2* U3.67 8*93 10*31 32351.56 
3. 22*22 9*36 -21*56 573.0] 
U* 89*33 6*lli — 6*19 U89.71 
5. 66*89 11*52 - 1*23 9U.9S 
* This table was taken from the IBM stunmazy sheets* 
Some columns have been left out to conserve space* 
In table 18, in the oolunn headed variance added, it will be 
noted that certain variables add more to the regression equation than 
others. The equation using all five variables is written first# Then 
the variable which adds the least variance is dro|q>ed out, and the 
equation using the remaining variables is written* This is done until 
the equation using only one variable is written* This process was 
repeated for each set of observations* 
After the above steps were taken, several other equations which 
were thought to be good were added to the list* These equations came 
from certain assumptions based, on the fuel type* The following vari­
ables were assumed to effect the rate of spread for the indicated fuel 
type* For the fuel type - sagebrush, topography flat to rolling, 
continuity unifoim, variable nosSier ̂ ve (burning index) was picked* 
For the same fuel type, but with topography rough to steep, and contin­
uity patclqr, variables 2 and 3 (dew point and burning index) were pick­
ed* These same two variables were also picked for the fuel type - cheat-
grass plus sagebrush, topography flat to rolling and continuity uni­
form* Variables 1 and 2 (wind and dew point) were picked for the fuel 
type - cheatgrass plus other grasses, topography flat to rolling, and 
continuity uniform. Another assuiq>tion made, was based on the fact 
that certain of the five variables over-lapped each other. Therefore* 
the variables of temperature and burning index were eliminated* The 
equation using the variables of wind, dew point and relative humidity 
was written for each set of observations* 
Before going into how this mass of equations was eliminated, the 
process of writing the regression equation will be esqplained* The 
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writing of each regression equation was a simple matter* The figures 
used vere taken directly from the sheets of the IBM run* The equation 
in written form, for any particular set of variables, is as follows: 
Estimated rate of spread equals the regression coefficient for variable 
number one times variable number one, plus the coeficient for variable 
number two times variable nuiriber two plus or minus the intercept value* 
The intercept value is the point lAere the regression line crosses the 
T odLs* The written equation looks like this* T Z Reg Coef(Xx) 
Reg Coef(î2) •••••• Reg Coef(]̂ )±intercept value* The equation as 
written from table 18 is: T : H.Ll(%i)4-10.31(12) - 21.56(%̂ ) - 6.19(%) 
• l«23(2̂ ):f intercept value, which in this case is + 585*62* 
After the above processes of elimination were carried out a total 
of forty-seven equations remained* These foriy-seven had to be weeded 
out by some process* The first step was to drĉ  all equations triiich 
did not have an F value of unity or greater* After this was done a 
total of forty-one equations remained* Again the equations were exa­
mined and it was decided to eliminate the four equations vhich used 
all five variables* Even though the use of all five variables always 
gave the highest correlation coefficients, none of the F values tested 
significantly and the standard errors of estimate were high* The reason 
for the correlation coefficients being high, is that a quixk of statis­
tics occurred* %is is because of the volume of data added by using 
all five variables* The high correlation coefficients obtained when 
all five variables are used, show that these five variables are useful 
in predicting rate of spread* But, this does not indicate that all 
five are extremely important. Also, If a sixth variable is added, it 
is possible for the correlation coefficient to decrease* This would 
show that the sixth variable was not adding any significance to the 
prediction of rate of spread* 
For the final elimination of equations, by using tiie values of 
F, correlation coefficients, standard error of the estimate, the average 
plus residual and the average over-all residual, thirty-seven equations 
were left* 
This final elimination to pick the best equation for each set of 
observations was done through the use of a con̂ arison table* Table 19 
is an example of one of the tables used* The equation is given a code 
number, which corresponds to the same code number on the IBM sheets* 
For the final four equations, the exact equation will be given in the 
results* For the other equations which are not picked as final, they 
will be given in the appendix* The comparison table was examined and 
the best, the second best and the third best equations were picked out* 
This was done by picking the best, second best and third best figure 
for each column heading* Then the equation which turned up the most 
was pidced* This equation would then be statistically the best equation 
for predicting rate of spread* Table 19 is an example of the comparison 
procedure* Table 19 was used in making table 20* 
The best equation based on the significance of.F was also pi deed 
out* The above procedure was done for each set of observations* After 
going through this process a total of twenty-seven equations remained* 
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TABLE 19 
Final Conparison Table 
Code Corr* Set hi/ Av. Plus Overall 
No* Coef. F TestZ/ Sê  Itesidual Average 
12 .618$ -1.U0 69.27 Ui.81 h7»hh 
Ih .6785 - .70 6U.76 29.L2 3U.61 
2h .6186 - .72 66.55 I47.5U lili.7lt 
20 .6203 - .70 66.W1 60.16 h9.$h 
5U .596$ .13 65.51 U6.9U 19.71 
36 .5218 -1.12 69.63 65.28 53.76 
U2 .U505 - .72 70.1tO 53.3U 56.U8 
2/ Set ht corresponds to the fuel type of cheatgrass plus 
other grasses* 
 ̂The F test was made at the confidence limit. The 
figure in the table represents how much over or under 
the obtained F value was when compared with the F value 
8t the level* 
 ̂Se refers to the standard error of the estimate# 
TABLE 20 
IBM Rating Table 
Rate 1/ 
Corr. F Av. Plus Overall Best Based on 
Coef. Test Se Residual Average Equation F Test 
1 a 3U 11» m m 11» 31» 
2 20 111 11» 
20 3U 12 2k 20 20 
3 2k 2U 21» 
1*2 20 3U 12 21» 1»2 
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Rrom these twenty-seven equations, a final equation had to be 
picked for each of the four sets of observations* Three equations 
for each set were picked in hopes that a certain set of variables could 
be used for each of the four sets of observations, this would make for 
standardization without loosing too much accuracy* The equations lAich 
were finally picked for each set of observations are: 
Rate 1st set 2nd set 3rd set Uth set 
Code number 
1 1$ 26 12 Hh 
2 2k 15 2L 20 
3 3U 26 or 12 32 2U 
The above equations are based on the comparison using the five 
statistical values explained previously* The best equations based on 
the F test significance are* 
Bate 1st set 2nd set 3rd set Uth set 
Code noidber 
1 hi 30 32 3U 
2 36 3U 2U 20 or lit 
y 3U 26 30 2k or k2 
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To standardize things, one set of variables was picked for three 
of the four sets of observations and another set of variables for the 
fourth set of observations. The final equations can» from the equa­
tions picked by using the F test of significance* The final pick of 
equations and their position as to first, second or third best are* 
first set of observations, equation 3iU$ was third best* Second set of 
observations, equation 3U, was second best* Third set of observations, 
equation 32, vas best* Fourth set of observations, equation 3U was 
best* 
Besalts 
After completion of all the steps outlined in the statistical 
analysis part, four multiple regression equations remained* These 
equations represent the best combination of variables for predicting 
forward rate of spread, based on the existing data* 
These four equations are: fuel Igrpe - sagebrush; topograplqr -
flat to rolling 
I s - U.35I2 4- 219.26 
T Is forward rate of spread in chains per hour 
Ills average wind speed in miles per hour 
I2 is dew point in ®P 
Fuel Igrpe - sagebrush; topography - rough to steep 
I Z 6.72X1 - 7.7WC2 f 315.72 
Y is forward rate of spread in chains per hour 
II is average wind speed in miles per hour 
I2 is dew point in ®F 
Fuel ̂ rpe - cheatgrass plus sagebrush; topography - flat to rolling 
X = -31.75X3 - 37.80% i 4203.97 
T is forward rate of spread in chains per hour 
 ̂is relative humidity in percent 
% is djy bulb temperature in 
ftxel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses; topography - flat to rolling 
X s 8.01X1 f 7.85X2 - 211.57 
X is forward rate of spread in chains per hour 
is average wind speed in miles per hour 
I2 is dew point in op 
These four equations, along with their statistical factors will be 
explained in more detail latter in this section. 
The Important statistical values for each equation will be given 
along with an exanqple showing how to solve the equation. As pointed 
out previously, no confidence limits can be placed on the equation as 
a whole, but oa]y for each set of independent variables. The equation 
for placing limits on the equation for each set of independent vari­
ables will be given along with an example showing how to solve the 
equation. 
A rate of spread table vlll be given for each of the four equations* 
These tables are intended for use in the field, on a going fire* There­
fore* the values of wind, dew point, relative humidity and temperature 
are grouped to reduce the size of the table. To calculate the rate of 
spread for each group, the mid-point of the group was used* For ex­
ample, in the first rate of spread table, the wind speed group of 0-2 
nph, the value used in computing the spread was one mile per hour* D% 
the first dew point group, the value used was 22 degrees* In the case 
lAere the end of each column is reached, the figure used in computing 
the rate of spread was ten units more then the stated figure* For ex-
an̂ le, in the first rate of spread table, the value used in the 20 plus 
mph class was 30 mph, and in the 60̂  plus class the value was 70*# 
The equations for each fuel type are as follows: Fuel type -
sagebrush; topography - flat to rolling; continuity - uniform. 
T = 5*U6Xi - 1̂ *35X2219*26 
T is forward rate of spread in chains per hour 
Xx is average wind speed in miles per hour 
Xg is dew point in degrees at the time of estimation 
Statistical Factorst 
Multiple correlation coefficient is *$679 
F value 3*57 F test at 95̂  was -*11 
Standard error of estimate is 57*5U 
Average plus residual is 1|6*78 chains 
Overall average residual is Ul*5S chains 
Erample: assume average wind is 10 iq)h and dew point is 30̂  
T = $.16(10) - li.35(30) 219*26 
T r 51i*6 - 130*5 V- 219*26 
Y Z 1U3«36 chains per hour, estimated 
Fuel type - sagebrush; topography - rough to steq); continuity - patchy 
T = 6*72Xx - 7*7UX2 •̂ 315*72 
T is forward rate of spread in chains per hour 
is average wind speed in miles per hour 
Ig is dew point in degrees at the time of estimation 
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Statlstlcal Factors? 
Multiple correlation coefficient is .9713 
F value $0,09 F test at 9$% was hh»9$ 
Standard error of estimate is 18.13 
Average plus residual is 19.15 chains 
Overall average residual is 12.76 chains 
ExanQ>ler assume average vind is 10 oph and dew point is 30̂  
I : 6.72(10) - 7.7U(30)-f 31$.72 
T : 67.2 - 232.2 315.72 
T Z 150.72 chains per hour estimated 
Fuel type - dieatgrass plus sagebrush; topograplqr - flat to rolling; 
continuity - uniform 
I r -31.75X3 - 37.80% nt b203.97 
T is forward rate of spread in chains per hour 
X3 is relative humidity in percent at time of estimation 
% is dzy bulb temperature in degrees at time of esti­
mation 
Statistical Factorst 
tfeiltiple correlation coefficient is .̂ 53 
F value 3*22 F test at 95$ was -3.72 
Standard error of estimate is 90*78 
Average plus residual is 69.73 chains 
Overall average residual is 59.77 chains 
Example* assume relative humidity is 10$ and dxy bulb temperature is 
100® 
I r -31.75(10) - 37.80(100) + 1*203.97 
T 2 -317.5 -3780.0 V- U203.97 
T Z 106 chains per hour estimated 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses; topography - flat to roll­
ing; continuity - unifoiro 
T = 8.01X17.85X2 - 211.57 
T is forward rate of spread in chains per hour 
XI is average wind speed in miles per hour 
% is dew point in degrees at time of estimation 
Statistical Factors; 
tfultiple correlation coefficient is .5965 
F value 3.87 F test at 95$ was .13 
Standard error of estimate is 65.51 
Average plus residual is kS*9k chains 
Overall average residual is U9.71 chains 
Ssaî le: assume averse wind is 10 n̂ h and dew point is 30̂  
T r 8.01(10) 7.85(30) - 211.57 
T : 80.1 V- 235.5 - 211.57 
T s IOU.03 diains per hour estimated 
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Tha estimated variance of the average value of T for a fixed set 
of X's (H), can be computed directly from the CLj (inverse of correla­
tion coefficient matrix) and the value of (variance of the estimate)̂  
(Anderson and Bancroft, 19$2)# 
Oivent y = Y -h ̂  6 c 
s""-- (  ̂  ̂.i  ̂
6̂  £ ir  ̂̂  ̂  J 
The values of 8̂ , Clj and the Ti are pulled directly from the IBM 
summary sheets# The equation for the fuel type of sagebrush, topo­
graphy flat to rolling will be used as an example* dhe values needed 
in the above equation will be given for the remaining three fuel types* 
This will allow the reader to calculate the estimated widzanoe of the 
average T value for all of the equations idiich were used in computing 
the rate of spread tables. One note for the above equation, is that 
idien it is used for the fuel type of cheatgrass plus sagebrush, the 
and Xg*, became X3* and 3%̂ *, as different variables are used for 
this fuel type* 
Examples assume %% to be 10 midi and I2 to be 37°# This corres­
ponds to the fourth column, fourth row of the first rate of spread 
table* The estimated rate of spread was 113 chains per hour# 
XI» S II - Il X2« : ig -12 8̂  : 3311.12 N r 18 
ll : 9#83 Î2 : 38*91» X^» : .17 : -1-.9U 
Inverse of correlation coefficimt matrix (Cij's) 
Row 1 
1*08206 0#29798 
Bow 2 
0.29798 1#08206 
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The factors needed for the above calculation for the other three 
fuel types are: 
Fuel type - sî^ebrush; topography - rough to steep; continuity - patcl^r 
Inverse of Correlation Coefficient Matrix (Cij's) 
Row 1 
1.18101 -O.JIi6236 
Row 2 
-0.1*6236 1.18101 
Variance of estimate (Sr) is 328*68099 
% is 12.00 %2 is k3.67 N is 9 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush; topograjiiy - flat to rolling; 
continuity - uniform 
Inverse of Correlation Coefficient Matrix (Cij's) 
Row 1 
8.07058 7.551*05 
Bow 2 
7.55U05 _ 8.07058 
Variance of estimate (5^) is 82^0.19397 
I3 is 21.00  ̂is 90.71 N is 7 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses; topography - flat to roll­
ing; continuity - uniform 
Inverse of Correlation Coefficient Matrix (Cij»s) 
Row 1 
IM603 0.80311 
Row 2 
0.80311 IM6O3 
.68. 
Variance of estimate (S^) is U291,U9768 
ll is 9.06 ^2 is 36.76 N is 17 
To use the rate of spread tables one only has to read down the 
column of the wind speed he has until he reaches the column containing 
the dew point which was obtained* For example the fire boss has an 
average wind of 23 and a dew point of 20®, the estimated rate of 
spread from spread table one, would be an estimated 287 dïains per hour# 
It will be noticed that the decrease in rate of spread follows 
the expected patterns in the first, two tables* But, in the third table, 
spread decreases as you hold humidity constant and increase the tenpera. 
ture* This is due to the fact that to raise the temperature, while 
maintaining a constant relative humidity, moisture has to be added to 
the air* If moisture is not added, at higher temperatures the air is 
capable of holding more moisture* Therefore, the relative humidity 
will decrease, since relative humidity is the ratio of the amount of 
water in air compared to the amount it could hold at that temperature* 
This theoiy does not explain this occurrence completely* Before this 
rate of spread table is used, additional data should be gathered* The 
rates of spread in rate of spread table 3 should be field tested, and 
if the calculated rates of spread come close to estimating the true 
spread, this rate of spread table can then be used* 
In table 2U, ̂ e rate of spread increases as dew point is increas­
ed* This is contrary to all beliefs that foresters now have* No 
definite explanation for this occurrence can be given at this time* 
One theory as to wlqr this happens, is that on the days that data was 
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0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-lli 15-17 18-20 20 
20 
to 
2h 
129 145 
Chains per hour 
162 178 19U 211 227 287 
25 
to 
29 
107 12U ibo 156 173 189 206 266 
io 
to 
3U 
86 102 118 135 151 167 18U 2U4 
35 
to 
39 
6U 80 96 113 129 lli6 162 222 
liÔ 
to 
hh 
k2 58 75 91 108 121 liiO 20C 
L5 
bo 
Ï9 
20 37 53 69 86 102 119 179 
go 
to 
a 
- 15 31 li8 6U 80 97 157 
to 
p 
- - 10 26 h2 59 75 135 
60 
- - - - - 1 2 18 79 
5r 
W
W
< 
.
iCîT 
I 
i
i" 
I-
h
h ^
11*0
U
L
h
11x  
Notes: Average plus residual is L6.78 chains 
Overall average residual is Ll.58 chains 
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0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12—ill 15-17 18-20 20 
20 
to 
2h 
152 172 
Chains per hour 
192 212 232 252 273 M 
25 
to 
29 
1U+ 13lt 15a 17h 19h 2m 23U 308 
30 
to 
3h 
75 95 115 135 155 176 196 270 
35 
to 
39 
36 56 76 96 117 137 157 231 
f,0 
mo 
h 
- 18 38 58 78 98 118 192 
ILS 
to 
k9 
- - 19 39 60 80 15L 
|50 
to 
% 
- — - - I 21 hi 115 
55 
to 
59 
- - - - - — 2 76 
î.:p >H) 
lii
lia i l̂ h nk I 11t
F~ 
hh 
•ë 
git
e 
U
F 
k kl
Notes: Average plus residual is 19.15 chains 
Overall average residual is 12.76 chains 
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70-72 73-75 76-78 79-81 82-8L 85-87 88-90 91-93 
Chains per hour 
IS 
to 
19 
980 867 751» 6U0 527 U13 300 187 
ëô 
to 
2h 
822 708 595 U82 368 255 lUl 28 
25 
to 
29 
663 550 h36 323 209 96 
to 
3U 
50k 391 277 16U 51 
35 
to 
39 
345 232 119 5 
- flat to 
U
!*
t 
Î 
I 
15
53-
5r 
W 
k
5r 
U
U
li
Notes: This table should be used with extreme caution, as the 
results can not be explained at this time. The results 
are statistically correct, but do not conform to current 
theories on fire spread» 
Average plus residual is 69«73 chains 
Overall average residual is 59*77 chains 
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TABLE 2h 
Rate of Spread Table U 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses; Topography - flat to 
rolling; Continuity - uniform 
Wind Soeed (îîFH) 
0-2 3-5 
3
 9-11 12.1L 15-17 18-20 20 
20 
to 
2h 
- -
Chains per hour 
17 hi 65 89 113 201 
25 
to 
29 
8 32 56 80 lOti 128 152 2hC 
io 
to 
3h 
kd 72 96 120 m 168 192 28c 
to 
39 
87 111 135 159 183 207 231 315 
ko 
to 
hh 
126 150 nh 198 222 2li6 270 358 
to 165 189 213 237 261 285 309 397 
5o 
to 205 229 253 277 j 301 325 3h9 U37 
55 
to 
59 
2hh 268 292 316 1 3L0 364 388 L70 
60 
1 
3h6 370 39h ai8 1 hh2 
1 
li66 L90 578 
Notes: Average plus residual is li5.9U chains 
Overall average residual is LP.71 chains 
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obtalned, higher temperatures occurred along with high dew points* 
Therefore, the environment is actually drier with a high tendrature 
and high dew point* The environment is drier because the difference 
between dew point and temperature is the deterjidning factor in how dry 
the air is* For example, if a dew point of 30® and a temperature of 
70® was compared with a dew point of UO® and a tenperature of 90®, the 
second set of conditions would be the driest* The difference between 
the first two is UO while the difference between the second two is $0» 
On the days that data was gathered for this table, the average 
tenqjerature did increase as average dew point increased* Therefore, on 
these days there was a larger difference between tençerature and dew 
point* 
Another theory which may be advanced, is the possibility that 
some atmospheric condition which was not measured is affecting the 
rate of spread under these conditions, for that particular fuel type* 
In an attempt to explain the unusual rate of spread behavior in 
table 2k, two linear regression equations were confuted* These two 
equations used equilibrium moisture content, and vapor pressure deficit, 
as the independent variable* These two equations should have showed that 
rate of spread would decrease as equilibrium moisture content increas­
ed, and that rate of spread would increase as the vapor pressure 
deficit increased* However, no such correlation was found between 
these two independent variables and rate of spread* Therefore, 
table 2U should not be used, \mtil additional data has been gathered* 
The data in the table should be field tested to see if it is accurate# 
It may be that the behavior exhibited in this table actually happens, 
or it could be that this table is the one case in twenty where the 
statistical analysis is wrong* 
Conclusions 
The final equations do not necessarily represent the ultimate 
conbinatlon of variables, but the equations represent the best answers 
obtainable for this particular range of data* 
Even though the final four equations represent only four fuel 
types, these four fuel types are the ones most firequently encountered 
in the southern part of Idaho. On the average, approximately 9Qff> of 
the fires occur on these four fuel types* 
The rate of spread tables can be used, even though confidence 
limits can only be put on the estimate of T for each set of indepen­
dent variables* The formation and the choosing of the final equations 
have been reviewed in previous parts* It can be seen from the pro­
cedure, that based on the original data that was available, the equa­
tions and tables are statistically sound* 
In the use of the tables at̂ r estimate should be tempered with 
common sense* As an aid to common sense, for each equation from which 
the individual tables were made, the average plus residual and total 
overall average residual is added to the table* These are added as a 
footnote to each rate of spread table for use in tdie field* As pointed 
out before, the plus residual shows the average underestimation of the 
equation and the overall residual the overall average variation which 
could be expected* 
As pointed out previously, the tables are for use in the field 
on a "going" fire* The equations are for use in the office by the fire 
dispatcher to obtain a more exact estimate of the rate of spread of the 
fire* MLth this estimate available, it will be possible for better mann­
ing procedures to be adapted and carried out* 
-7  ̂
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The rate of spread estimates can be used in varied ways. The 
main use in the office will be to determine how fast the fire will 
grow and spread* Another use in the office will be to scale the spread 
of the fire on a map, to determine the best entrance route to the fire* 
The main use that the tables can be put to on the site of a fire will 
be to scale the advance of the fire on a map, to help in organizing the 
plan of attack, in determining where to place control lines and in 
determining the amount of time available to construct these control 
lines* As fire control personnel use and become acquainted with the 
tables, many other practical uses will be discovered# 
Along with the use of the rate of spread tables, it will be 
necessary for the key personnel in the fire organization to have belt 
weather kits, dew point and relative humidity tables* It would also 
be advisable for the fire control organization to have at least one 
portable, hand-held anomometer* 
The methods used in this study all have merit* Some are more 
adaptable to changing conditions than others* The instruments used 
were accurate enough, excluding the wind meter, which is found in the 
belt weather kit. This wind meter is accurate enough for use in connec­
tion with the rate of spread tables, but was not accurate enough for 
analysis puiroses* For measuring rate of spẑ ad, the best method is to 
use a four-wheel drive vehicle to track the fire* This method is suited 
for all but the roughest terrain* The only method which was feasible 
at all for extremely rough terrain was to track the fire by walking be­
hind the "head" in the burned area, and noting time and topographic 
features ahead of the fire and pacing the distances* 
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Â8 most of the methods proved to be valid, most of the variables 
also proved to be valid* As observed in the discussion of the statisti­
cal data, certain variables were more Important than others* The basic, 
important variables proved to be wind, dew point and relative humidity* 
In only one case did burning index prove to be a single important vari­
able, and that was in the fuel type, ŝ ebrush; topography, flat to roll­
ing* In no other case did burning index prove to be an Important vari­
able* In fact, no one variable proved to be an important predictor 
when it was used by its self. The basic conclusion, as far as vari­
ables go, based on this study and for fine ftiels, burning index is not 
a reliable predictor for fire behavior* 
%e Investigator feels that iJie results of the study as a whole 
are quite gratifying and should be of considerable use to fire control 
management* This study should also provide a good base for developing 
a bigger and more comprehensive rate of spread study for fine fuels* 
Three basic and secondary conclusions may be drawn from this 
study* 1. To study a complex subject, such as fire spread the stû y 
should start out sisq>le, in simple fuels, such as cheatgrass and sage­
brush* Also, since the forward rate of spread is the easiest to mea­
sure, this unit of measurement should be used rather than perimeter 
increase* 2* To get the greatest use from a study, machine analysis 
of the data should be used* Therefore, the study should be planned for 
use with a machine analysis* 3* In the final analysis of the data the 
investigator should not limit hisself to previous theories* The in­
vestigator in examining the final results should have an open mind, 
and not be bound by his acceptance of old tiieories* 
Additional Research Needed 
One fact discovered by this study was that a thorough chemical 
analysis has not been done on sagebrush and cheatgrass. The only chemi­
cal analysis that the investigator was able to find was done in the 
nutritional field. No chemical analysis, from the standpoint of in­
flammability of these fuels, was discovered* With a complete chemical 
analysis of these fuels available, such questions as to why the rate 
of spread under the same conditions varies, may be answered. Other 
equally perplexing questions may be solved through the use of chemical 
analysis of sagebrush and cheatgrass* 
Some work has been done on the flamnability of cheatgrass, but 
none was discovered for sagebrush# The flammability of a fuel also 
detennines to a large extent idiat the rate of spread will be. This 
and other basic research on the fuels themselves seems to be lacking, 
as none was discovered. 
Additional rate of spread work is needed. The purpose of addi­
tional work would be to expand this study, to obtain more measurements 
for different fuel and topographic conditions. Additional variables 
should be added, such as the actual fuel moisture, the minute changes 
in humidity, and more and better measurements of wind. 
One other problem in this field which needs to be worked on is 
the development of a rate of control table to supplement and add to 
the rate of spread tables. With the addition of a rate of control 
table for men and machines in light fuel, better use and more 
comprehensive use can be made of the rate of spread tables. 
7̂8"* 
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APPENDIX 
Original Data 
TABLE 25 
Summary of Spread Data Obtained During the Study 
Eate^ Dry Pre­ 3 h 
Pire of Bulb 2 2 sent Av,2 Max. Fuel Uni­ Topog­
Date No. Spread Temp,2 D.P. R.H. Wind V/ind Wind B.I. Typo formity raphy 
5/19/59 6 10 86° 22% 8 6 9 52 Sage­ Rough-
brush Patchy Steep 
8 85: h2 22 3 h 7 h3 It M It 
7/5/59 20 ho 95 h6 10 7 9 12 59 Cheat- Flat-
sage Uniform Rolling 
7/9/59 22 320 95 k6 19 12 8 lii 65 Cheat-
grasses M n 
192 97 hi 18 10 7 12 63 tr If n 
256 95 hh 17 8 6 10 65 tr It 11 
22h 95 iiii 17 6 5 9 62 It It M 
7/31/59 hh 20 87 52 30 1h 12 18 69 Sage­ Rough-
brush Patchy steep 
16 85 51 30 20 18 20 76 It ti tl 
16 85 51 30 3Ji 16 18 69 It If ft 
36 90 52 31 18 18 20 70 11 It M 
12 83 50 32 8 10 10 60 Cheat-
sage Uniform 
Flat-
Rolling 
8 83 50 32 18 16 20 70 Sage­
brush Patchy If 
8A/59 60 192 90 33 13 18 16 28 75 Cheat-
grasses Uniform ft 
TABLE 2̂ -Continued 
Rate Dry-
' 
Pre­
Fire of Bulb sent Av. Max. Fuel Uni­ Topog­
Date No. Spread Temp. D.P. R.H. Wind Wind Wind B.I. formity raphy 
8A/59 60 192 90 33 13 12 lU 18 73 Sage­ Flat-
brush Uniform Polling 
96 90 iil 18 Hi 12 16 7U Cheat-
k2 
grasses II tt 
320 90 19 10 12 18 68 Cheat-
sage » 11 
160 90 h2 19 18 15 18 75 It n 19 
8/10/59 63 206 98 3h 11 16 Hi 22 86 n It tt 
200 92 3h 12 12 8 16 78 tt tt tt 
160 96 32 11 Uk 12 18 82 Sage­
brush Patchy- It 
2li0 95 3h 12 5 12 16 69 Cheat-
sage Uniform If 
112 95 3h 12 3 8 10 66 n ft 
8/21/29 71 18 87 ho 19 18 16 20 60 Sage­
6/16/60 
brush Patchy tt 
10 16 91; 18 22 h 5 12 53 Cheat-
sage Uniform It 
6/17/60 11 20 81 31 16 10 11 Hi 70 Cheat- Rough-
6/21/60 
grasses M j Steep 
#### 118 70 29 22 8 9 18 50 M M 1 Flat-
1 1 Rolling 
: 117 72 29 20 Ih 10 16 56 It M It 
TABLE 2fî-Continued 
Rate Dry Pre­
Pire of Bulb sent Av. Max. Fuel Uni­ topog­
Date No. Spread Temp. D.P. R.H. Wind Wind Wind B.I. Type formity raphy 
^/22/60 19 6U 86 37 18 16 lU 18 73 Sage­
brush Uniform 
Flat-
Rolling 
6/27/60 
hs 81i 36 18 12 m 18 65 ff II It 
27 6h 90 33 lii 10 lit 20 70 Cheat-
88 lii lU 
grasses " It 
192 31 12 22 7U It w II 
96 88 29 12 12 13 20 73 fr ft 
&/28/60 
128 87 30 13 18 16 18 78 II 1 » II 
28 32 89 36 16 2 1 6 53 If 1 H It 
6/30/60 32 52 100 50 2U 6 8 18 59 Sage­
brush II II 
7/3/60 
6ii 93 50 2h 12 12 12 65 11 » 
38 32 88 16 2k 7 8 8 57 II " Rough-
7/9/60 
steep 
li5 61 90 li5 21 9 8 10 65 II " Flat-
56 hh 
Rolling 
88 22 9 9 10 60 tt 1 " 
II 
7/10/60 
36 86 hh 23 8 9 10 60 fi Patchy n 
17 96 92 33 12 6 7 16 69 H Uniform It 
7/10/60 li8 192 96 hh 17 10 10 10 73 Cheat-
1 grasses II 
192 95 37 ih 5 6 lU 6h 1 Cheat-
1 sage 
1 
II 
; 
If 
TABLE 2̂ -Continued 
P= 
Rate Dry Pre­
Fire of Bulb sent Av, Max, Fuel Uni­ Topog­
Date No, Spread Temp, D.P. R.H. Wind Wind Wind B.I. Type formity raphy 
7/10/60 k8 12g 9h 32 12 8 9 10 72 Cheat- Flat-
grasses Uniform Rolling 
l6o 90 28 10 22 18 2k 91 It m Rough-
Steep 
190 88 30 12 10 16 73 Sage­
brush Patchy It 
7/13/60 61 h8 97 33 11 8 8 10 72 It It Flat-
Rolling 
h8 99 32 10 0 h 7 63 Cheat-
sage Uniform n 
2h 98 30 9 h 2 7 69 II Patchy tt 
h8 96 31 10 8 6 8 72 Sage­
brush Uniform II 
6h 96 33 12 9 10 10 72 II It It 
h8 92 3h Ih 7 8 16 6k Cheat-
grasses Patchy It 
7/18/60 71 13k 100 35 10 ? 10 16 75 Sage­ Rough-
brush It Steep 
96 100 3h 10 8 8 20 75 II It M 
7/20/60 75 U8 7h U2 32 2 2 3 k6 Cheat- Flat-
grasses Uniform Rolling 
30 79 ko 25 2 3 k 53 It tt Rough-
—J i 
Steep 
TABLE 25-Continued 
Rate Dry- Pre­
Fire of Bulb sent Av. Max. Fuel Uni­ Topog­
Date No, Spread Temp. D.P. R.H. Wirid Wind Wind B.I. Type formity raphy 
7/29/60 120 38 15 5 h 5 71 Cheat- Flat-
8/17/60 
grasses Uniform Rolling 
100 60 80 h7 32 6 6 10 k7 Sage­
brush tt ft 
96 81° 2S% 6 6 8 hi » n tf 
Notes: 1» In ail tables, rate of spread is forward rate of spread in chains per hour 
2» Each rate of spread figure is computed over a length of tine. Therefore, in 
all cases these figures are averages over that period of time that the spread 
occurred. 
3* In all cases the maximura wind is the maximum which occurred during the period 
in which the spread occurred. 
All fuel types have been previously explained. 
TABLE 26 
Suraaary of Rate of Spread Observations by Fuel îype and 
Burning Index Classes 
Rate 
of 
Spread 
Av. 
Wind 
Max. 
Wind D.P. R.H. 
Dry 
Bulb 
Temp. 
Topog­
raphy Time 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
B.I. 36-50 
60 6 10 hi 32 80 Flat-
Rolling 13hS 
96 6 10 h6 28 8a n 135c 
8 U 20 h2 22 86 Rough-
Steep 193C 
B.I. 51-70 
ii8 li; 18 56 18 8U Flat-
52 
Rolling lit35 
8 18 50 2h 100 If HilC 
6U 12 12 50 2h 93 u lb#3 
6h 8 10 hB 21 90 ft 1915 
56 9 10 hh 22 88 tî 2000 
36 9 10 Uh 23 86 tt 2010 
96 7 16 33 12 92 It 15L5 
2ltO 12 16 33 12 96 fî 1830 
112 8 10 3h 12 95 If 190C 
18 16 20 hi 18 89 n 1655 
Uo 9 12 h6 19 95 ft 1315 
20 12 18 52 29 88 Rough-
Steep 170C 
16 16 18 51 30 85 n nh$ 
36 18 20 53 32 86 ti 1815 
10 10 10 iOt 23 86 ti 190C 
32 8 8 U6 2h 88 n 1800 
B.I. 71-85 
6U lii 18 37 18 86 Flat-
Rolling lii2C 
L8 8 10 33 11 97 It 17li5 
U8 6 8 31 10 96 ft 1900 
6h 10 10 33 12 96 ft 193C 
200 8 16 3U 12 96 It 1730 
160 12 18 33 12 96 ft 1800 
192 lU 18 3h 13 92 It 1615 
TABLE 26-Continued 
Rate 
of 
Spread 
Av. 
Wind 
II 
D.P. R.H. 
Diy 
Bulb 
Temp, 
Topog­
raphy Time 
H
I 1
 type - sagebrush 
B.I. 71-85 • 
16 18 20 32 85 Rough-
Steep 173c 
190 16 2h 30 12 88 M 1825 
13U 10 16 35 10 100 It 11+50 
96 8 20 3h 10 100 II 1540 
B.I. 86-100 
208 lU 22 35 "12 97 Flat-
Rolling 163 c 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses 
B.I. 36-50 
118 9 18 29 22 70 Flat-
Rolling 1213 
1+8 2 3 U2 32 7h n 021c 
B.I. 51-70 
lit?" 10 16 È9 20 72 Flat-
Rolling 1300 
6k IM 20 33 m 90 If 1605 
32 1 6 36 16 89 M llitC 
W 8 16 3U m 92 II 2000 
320 8 IM U6 19 95 II 151+5 
192 7 12 U6 18 96 II 1600 
2^6 6 10 U6 18 96 n 1615 
22h 5 9 Uh 17 95 It 163C 
30 3 U UO 25 79 Rough-
021+0 Steep 
20 11 lU 31 16 81 II 1630 
B.I. 71-85 
192 12 22 31 Ih 88 Flat-
Rolling 162C 
96 13 20 29 12 88 It 1635 
128 16 18 30 13 87 n 1715 
192 10 10 hh 17 96 It I605 
125 9 10 32 12 9h tt 1710 
120 h 2 38 15 9h It 1122 
••8 7*" 
TABLE 26-Continued 
Rate Dry 
of Av. Max# Bulb Topog­
Spread Wind Wind D.P. R.H. Temp. raphy Time 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses 
B.I. 71-85 
192 16 28 ^ 11 90 Flat-
Rolling 1510 
96 12 16 hi 18 90 ft l6kC 
B.I. 86-100 
160 18 2h 2b 10 90 Rough-
Steep 1725 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush 
B.I. $1-70 
16 5 12 22 9k Flat-
Rolling m55 
192 6 Ik 37 2k 95 n 163Q 
m h 7 32 16 99 If 1800 
2h 2 7 30 9 98 fr 1815 
320 12 18 h2 19 90 ft 1705 
12. 9 10 50 31 8U ti 1915 
8 16 20 50 32 83 ft 2015 
B.I. 71-85 
160 1^ 18 U2 19 90 Flat-
Rolling 1720 
—88» 
TABLE 27 
Suimaiy of Rate of Spread Observations by 
Topography, Fuel Type, Continuity and Burning Index Classes 
Rate Av. Dry Rate Av, Dry 
of Wind Bulb of Wind Bulb 
Spread Speed D.P. R.H. Temp, Spread Speed D.P. R.H, Temp, 
Fuel type - sagebrush. •uniform Topography - flat to rolling 
B.I. 36-50 B.I. 51-70 
60 6 kl 32 80 he lii 36 18 81 
96 6 U6 28 81i 52 8 50 2h 100 
6it 12 50 2h 93 
B.I. 71-65 61t 8 U5 21 90 
6k la 37 18 86 56 9 hk 22 88 
HQ 6 31 10 96 96 7 33 12 92 
6h 10 33 12 96 21:0 12 33 12 96 
200 8 31 12 96 112 8 3h 12 95 
160 12 33 12 96 iiO 9 h6 19 95 
192 IL 3U 13 92 
B.I. 86-100 
208 1h 35 12 97 
Fuel type - sagebr ash, patchy 
B.I. 51-70 B.I. 71-85 
36 9 hh 23 86 U8 8 33 11 97 
18 16 lil 18 89 
Fuel type - sagebrush, uniform To pography - rough to steep 
B.I. 51-70 
36 9 Uh 23 86 
Fuel type - sagebru sh, patchy 
B.I. 36-50 B.I. 51-70 
8 h • 22 86 20 12 55 29 88 
16 16 51 30 85 
B.I. 71-85 36 18 53 32 86 
16 18 52 32 85 10 6 hh 23 86 
190 16 30 12 88 
13l 10 35 10 100 
96 8 3h 10 100 
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TABLE 27-Continued 
118 9 29 22 70 10 29 20 72 
li8 2 h2 32 7h 6U Hi 33 lU 90 
32 1 36 16 89 
B.I. 71-85 320 8 he 19 95 
192 12 31 lU 88 192 7 U6 18 96 
96 13 29 12 • 88 256 6 ii6 18 96 
128 16 30 13 87 22U 5 17 95 
192 10 m 17 96 
125 9 32 12 9h 
120 h 38 15 9h 
192 16 29 11 90 
96 12 hi 18 90 
Dry-
Bulb 
Temp, 
Rate 
of 
Spread 
Av. 
Wind 
Speed D.P. 
Dry-
Bulb 
R.H. Temp, 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses, uniform 
rolling 
B.I. 36-50 
" 
' 
hh
Ih
Topography - flat to 
Ihl 
h
h
" 
B.I. 51-70 
U6
L
W: 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses, patchy Topography - rough to 
steep 
B.I. 51-70 
30 3 58 25 79 
20 11 31 16 81 
160 18" 
B.I. 86-100 
10 90 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrusA, uniform Topography - flat to 
rolling 
16 
192 
W 
320 
12 
8 
2h 
B.I. 51-70 
5 50 22 91 
6 37 lU 95 
h 32 10 99 
12 h2 19 90 
9 50 31 8L 
16 50 32 83 
B.I. 71-85 
160 15 55 19 90 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush, patchy 
? 96 
B.I. 51-70 
2 30 
-PO­
TABLE 28 
Summary of Rate of Spread Observations by Fuel Type and 
Average Wind Classes 
Rate 
of 
Spread D.P. R.H. 
Dry 
Bulb 
Temp, B.I. 
Topog-
rapty Time 
Fuel 
Continuity 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
Wind 1;-? (KPH) 
96 33 12 92 69 Flat-
m 
Rolling 151:5 Uniform 
31 10 96 72 tt • 1900 » 
60 U7 32 80 U7 If 13U5 n 
96 hS 28 8U 17 tt 1350 It 
8 h2 22 86 lt3 Rough-
hh 
Steep 1930 Patchy 
10 23 86 52 tt 1900 II 
Wind 8-12 (ITPH) 
52 50 21* 100 59 Flat-
Rolling IhlO Uniform 
6h 50 2h 93 65 tt m5 II 
32 k6 2h 88 57 Rough-
15 
Steep 1800 It 
6h 21 90 65 Flat-
Rolling 19h$ tt 
56 hh 22 88 60 It 2000 tt 
36 hh 23 86 60 tt 2010 Patchy 
18 33 11 97 72 tt 17ii5 tt 
6h 33 12 96 72 It 1930 Uniform 
13U 35 10 100 75 Rough-
11:50 Steep Patchy 
96 3U 10 100 75 tt 15U0 tt 
20 52 29 88 69 tt 1700 tt 
200 3li 12 96 78 Flat-
Rolling 1730 Uniform 
160 33 12 96 82 tt 1800 It 
2liO 33 12 96 69 tt 1830 If 
112 3h 12 95 66 tt 1900 tt 
ho hS 19 95 59 tt 1315 tt 
Wind 13-18 (KPH) 
6k 37 18 86 73 Flat-
Rolling 11:20 Uniform 
m 36 18 31t 65 tt 1U35 tt 
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TABLS 28-Continued 
; 
Rate 
of 
Spread D.P. R.H. 
Dry 
Bulb 
Temp, B.I. 
Topog­
raphy Time 
' 1 
Fuel 
Continuity 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
Wind 13-18 (KPH) 
190 30 12 m 73 Rough-
Steep 1825 Patchy 
208 35 12 97 86 Flat-
Rolling 1630 Iftiiforra 
18 kl 18 89 60 If 1655 Patchy 
16 52 32 85 76 Rough-
Steep 1730 n 
16 51 30 85 69 It 17li5 ft 
36 53 32 86 70 tr 1815 tt 
192 3li 13 92 73 Flat-
Rolling 1615 Uniform 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses 
Wind 0-3 (rIFH) 
32 36 16 «9 58 Flat-
Rolling llliO Uniform 
lt8 U2 32 7ll h6 M 0210 tr 
30 ho 25 79 53 Rough-
Steep 02U0 tt 
mnd li-7 
120 38 15 Ph 7l Flat-
Rolling 1122 Uniform 
192 U6 18 96 63 n 1600 11 
256 U6 18 96 65 n 1615 n 
22li hk 17 95 62 n 1630 ft 
Wind 8-12 (IIPH) 
20 31 16 81 70 Rough-
Steep 1630 Uniform 
118 29 22 70 50 Flat-
Rolling 1213 H 
Hi? 29 20 72 56 II 1300 It 
192 31 2h 88 71: II 1620 It 
192 hh 17 96 73 II 1605 tf 
125 32 12 9h 72 It 1710 tt 
ii8 31 Ih 92 6U It 2000 Patctgr 
320 U2 19 90 65 II 151:5 Uniform 
96 hi 18 90 Ih II 161:0 It 
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TABLE 28-Continued 
Rate Dry 
of Bulb Topog­ Fuel 
Spread D.P. R.H. Temp, B.I, raphy Time Continuity 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses 
Wind 13-18 (îîPH) 
6k 33 31; O
 
o
 
Flat-
Rolling 1605 Uniform 
96 29 12 88 73 It 1635 It 
128 30 13 87 78 M 1715 It 
160 28 10 90 91 Rough-
Steep 1725 II 
192 29 11 90 75 Flat-
Rolling 1510 It 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush 
Wind 0-3 (MPH) 
2h 30 9 98 69 Flat-
Rolling 1815 Patchy 
Wind ii-7 (IIPH) 
16 U8 22 
m
 
LA 
Flat-
Rolling 3ii55 Uniform 
192 37 lit 95 6k » 1630 It 
h8 32 10 99 63 It 1800 II 
Wind 8-12 (iffH) 
320 ii6 19 95 68 Flat-
Rolling 1705 Uniform 
12 50 31 8U 60 II 19ii5 II 
Wind 13-18 (lIPH) 
160 h2 19 90 75 Flat-
Rolling 1720 It 
8 $0 32 83 70 ff 2015 It 
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TABLE 29 
StuTiary of Rate of Spread Observations by 
Topography, Fuel T^pe, Continuity and Average Wind Speed Classes 
Rate 
of 
Spread D.P. R.H. 
Dry 
Bulb 
Temp, B.I. 
Rate 
of 
Spread D.P. 
Dî ' 
Bulb 
R.H. Tent). B.I. 
Fuel type - sagebrush, uniform Topography - flat to rolling 
96 
W 
60 
96 
6k 
h8 
208 
19? 
Wind h-7 (IIPH) 
~33 15 92 
31 10 96 
h7 32 80 
ii6 28 6k 
Wind 13-18 
~1F 
(KPH) 
37 
36 
3̂  
3k 
18 
12 
iq 
'86 
8U 
97 
92 
69 
72 
ii7 
k7 
73 
65 
86 
73 
S2 
6U 
6k 
56 
6k 
200 
160 
2kO 
112 
ko 
Wind 8-12 (mi) 
35 
<0 
as 
Uii 
33 
3k 
33 
33 
3k 
W 
2k 
21 
2 2  
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
T O  
100 
93 
90 
88 
96 
96 
96 
96 
9S 
o< 
36 
k8 
Fuel type - sagebrush, patchy 
18 
Wind 8-12 (KPH) 
TU R 86 60 
33 11 97 72 
Wind 13-18 (KPH) 
"%I IB 89 
Fuel type - sagebrush, uniform Topography - rough to steep 
32 
8 
10 
190 
16 
16 
36 
Wind 8-12 (IIPH) 
"US 88 57 
Fuel type - sagebrush, patchy 
Wind U-7 (MPH) 
"ÏÏ2 86 k3 
hk 23 86 52 
Wind 13-18 (lîPH) 
*35 Ï2 88 73 
52 32 85 76 
51 30 85 69 
53 32 86 70 
Wind 8-12 (liPH) 
32 US 2ÎI 88 
20 52 29 88 
59 
65 
65 
60 
72 
78 
82  
69 
66 
59 
60 
57 
69 
-Pirn 
TABLE 29-Continued 
Rate Dry Rate Dry 
of Bulb of Bulb 
Spread D.P. R.H. Temp, B.I. Spread D.P, R.H. Temp. B.I. 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other gra sses, uniform Topography - flat to 
rolling 
Wind 0-3 (MFH) Wind h-7 (HPH) 
32 36 16 89 58 120 3d 15 9U 71 
1|8 h2 32 7ii U6 192 ii6 18 96 63 
256 h6 18 96 65 
Wind 8-12 (KPH) 22h hk 11 95 62 
118 29 22 70 50 
a? 29 20 72 56 Wind 13-18 (MPH) 
192 31 111 88 7U 6h 33 lU 90 70 
192 hh 17 96 73 96 29 12 88 73 
125 32 12 9h 72 128 30 13 87 78 
320 1|2 19 90 65 192 29 11 90 75 
96 l^l 18 90 7U 
Topography - roug n to steep 
Wind 0-3 (MHl) Wind 8-12 (î'lPH) 
30 iiO 25 79 53 20 31 16 81 10 
Wind 13-18 (KPH) 
160 28 10 90 91 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush , uniform Topography - flat to 
rolling 
Wind U-7 (MKÎ) Wind 8-12 (Î4PH) 
16 m 2$ 9h 53 320 Uà 19 95 68 
192 37 IL 95 6h 12 50 31 SU 60 
W 32 10 99 63 
Wind 13-18 (MHî) 
l6o k2 19 90 75 
8 50 32 83 70 
Fuel type — cheatgrass plus sagebrush, patchy 
Wind 0-3 (IIHÎ) 
2U 30 9 98 69 
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TABLE 30 
Sumary of Rate of Spread Observations by 
Dew Point, Fuel Type and Topography 
Rate 
' 
Diy Rate Diy 
of Max. Av. Bulb of lîax. Av, Bulb 
Spread Wind Wind R.H. Temp. Spread Wind Wind R.H. Temp. 
Fuel type - sagebrush Topog] caphy - flat to rolling 
Dew Point 30-39* De>r Point 1x0-1x9' 
U8 18 Ik 18 8it 60 10 6 ' 32 80 
96 16 7 12 92 96 8 • 6 28 8U 
6h 18 lU 18 86 Sh 10 8 21 90 
U8 10 8 11 97 56 10 9 22 88 
hB 8 6 10 96 36 10 9 23 86 
6h 10 10 12 96 18 20 16 18 89 
2U0 16 12 12 96 ho 12 9 19 95 
112 10 8 12 95 
200 16 8 12 96 Deif Point 50-59 
160 18 12 12 96 52 IB B • 2lx 100 
192 18 lit 13 92 6h 12 12 2lt 93 
208 22 12 97 
Topography - rouf ;h to steep 
Dew Point 30-39 Dew Point 1x0-1x9 
190 16 12 88 32 B B 2li 88 
13U 16 10 10 100 8 20 U 22 86 
96 20 8 10 100 10 9 6 23 86 
Dew Point SO-̂ 9 Dew Point 50-59 
20 IB 12 29 88 36 20 15 32 86 
16 18 16 30 82 16 20 18 32 85 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other g; masses Topography - flat to rolling 
118 
Dew Point 20-29 
6U 
Dew Point 30-39 
Hi IB 9 22 70 20 m 90 
1U7 16 10 20 72 32 6 . 1 16 89 
96 20 13 12 88 U8 16 8 Hi 92 
192 28 16 11 90 192 22 12 m 88 
128 18 16 13 87 
Dew Point 1x0-1x9 125 10 9 12 9k 
192 lo 10 17 96 120 5 h 15 9h 
320 llx 8 19 95 
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TABLE 30-Continued 
Rate Dry 
of Max. Av, Bulb 
Spread Wind Wind R.H, Temp, 
Hate Dry 
of Max. Av. Bulb 
%iread Wind Wind R.H. Temp, 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses Topography - flat to rolling 
Dew Point UO-it? 
192 
22k 
160 
30 
Dew Point U0-Ii9 
•~T2 7 18 96 
9 5 17 95 
256 
96 
10 
16 
6 
12 
Topography - rough to steep 
Dew Point 20-29 
IS 10 
Dew Point hO-h9 
90 
Dew Point 30-39 
20 "TOI 11 
18 
18 
16 
H 3 25 79 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush Topography - flat to rolling 
Dew Point bO-b9° Dew Point 30-39 
192 ""HI 5 1h 95 
18 7 It 10 99 
2U 7 2 9 98 
Dew Point 50-59° 
12 "To P 31 8U 
8 20 16 32 83 
16 
320 
160 
TT 
18 
18 
T 
12 
15 
22 
19 
19 
96 
90 
81 
9h 
90 
90 
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TABLE 31 
Sumnaiy of Rate of Spread Observations by 
Tine of Day, Fuel d^pe and Topography 
! 
Rate 
of 
Spread 
Max» Av. 
Wind Wind D.P. R.H. 
Diy 
Bulb 
Temp. 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses 
Topography - flat to rolling 
Time 2-2:59 AM 
i&8 3 2 42 32 7U 
Topography - rough to steep 
30 k 3 iiO 25 79 
Time 11-11:59 AM 
Topography - flat to rolling 
16 89 32 6 ' I 36 
120 5 U 38 15 9h 
Time 12-12:59 
118 18 9 29 22 70 
Time 1-1:59 PM 
11&7 16 10 29 20 72 
Uo 12 9 h6 19 95 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
60 10 6 hi 32 80 
96 8 6 ii6 28 81} 
Tiroe 2-2:59 PM 
6h 18 11} 37 18 86 
U8 18 11} 36 18 81} 
22 18 8 50 2U 100 
6U 12 12 50 2h 93 
13k 
Topography - rough to steep 
16 10 35 10 ' 100 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush 
Topography - flat to rolling 
9h 16 12 5 U8 22 
f8-
TABLE 31-Contlnued 
Rate 
of 
Spread 
Max. Av. 
Wind Wind D.P. R.H. 
Dry 
Bulb 
Temp. 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
Topography - flat to rolling 
Time 3-3:29 PM 
96 16 7 33 12 92 
Topography - rough to steep 
96 20 8 3ii 10 100 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses 
Topography - flat to rolling 
320 m 8 h6 19 95 
192 28 16 29 11 90 
Time h-hi$9 Hi 
6h 18 Jh 33 11* 90 
192 22 12 31 11* 88 
88 20 13 29 12 88 
192 10 10 hh 17 96 
192 11* 6 37 31* 95 
192 12 7 1*6 18 96 
256 10 6 1*6 18 96 
221* 9 5 1*1* 17 95 
96 16 12 1*1 18 90 
Topography - rough to steep 
81 20 11* 11 31 16 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
Topography - flat to rolling 
18 20 16 1*1 18 89 
192 18 11* 31* 13 92 
208 22 11* 35 12 97 
Time H-I 
200 16 0 31* 12 . 96 
Topography - rough to steep 
88 20 18 12 52 29 
16 18 16 51 30 85 
16 20 18 52 32 85 
'99' 
TABLE 31-Continued 
Rate 
of Max. Av« 
Spread Wind Wind D.P. R.H. 
Dry 
Bulb 
Temp. 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses 
Topography - flat to rolling 
128 
125 
Time 5-5:59 K-l 
18 16 30 
10 9 32 
13 
12 
87 
9k 
160 
Topography - rough to steep 
2h 18 28 10 90 
o
 o
 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebarush 
Topography -• flat to rolling 
18 12 k2 19 
18 15 h2 19 
90 
90 
Time 6-6:59 PM 
32 
190 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
Topography - rough to steep 
8 8 b6 
2b 16 30 
2h 
12 
88 
88 
o
 o
 Topography - flat to rolling 
16 12 33 
18 12 33 
12 
12 
96 
96 
U8 
2h 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush 
Topography - flat to rolling 
7 k 32 10 
7 2 30 9 
99 
98 
12 
Time 7-7:59 PM 
10 9 50 31 Bk 
6h 
h8 
6k 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
Topography - flat to rolling 
10 8 U5 
8 6 31 
10 10 33 
21 
10 
12 
90 
96 
96 
10 
8 
Topography - rough to steep 
9 6 liU 
20 k U2 
23 
22 
86 
86 
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TABLE 31-Continued 
Rate 
of 
Spread 
Hax. Av, 
Wind Wind D.P. R.H. 
Diy 
Bulb 
Temp. 
Fuel type - sagebrush 
Topography - flat to rolling 
36 
Time 8-8:59 PM 
10 9 hk 22 
10 9 hh 23 
88 
86 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses 
Topography - flat to rolling 
it8 16 8 3ii lii 92 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush 
Topography - flat to rolling 
8 20 16 50 32 83 
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TABLS 32 
Siimmaiy of Rate of Spread Observations by 
Topography and Fuel Types 
Rate Av, Dry 
of Wind Bulb Fuel 
Spread Speed D.P. R.H. Temp. B.I. Time Continuity 
Fuel type - sagebrush Topography - flat to rolling 
6k 37 18 86 73 lli20 Uniform 
ii8 36 18 81i 65 lli35 It 
52 8 50 2k 100 59 IblO It 
6k 12 50 2k 93 65 m5 11 
6k 8 15 21 90 65 19ii5 n 
$6 9 kk 22 88 60 2000 M 
36 9 hk 23 86 60 2010 Patchy 
96 7 33 12 92 69 1515 UnifoiTO 
k8 8 33 11 97 72 17L5 Patol^r 
k8 6 31 10 96 72 1500 Uniform 
6k 10 33 12 96 72 1930 II 
60 6 k7 32 80 k7 13U5 II 
96 6 k6 28 81i k7 1350 II 
208 lit 35 12 97 86 1630 m 
200 8 3k 12 96 78 1730 M 
160 12 33 12 96 82 1800 M 
2ii0 12 33 12 96 69 1830 ir 
112 8 3h 12 95 66 1900 It 
18 16 kl 18 89 60 1655 Patchy 
itO 9 k6 19 95 59 1315 Uniform 
192 Ih 3k 13 92 73 1615 It 
Fuel type - sagebrush Topography - rough to steep 
32 8 k6 2k 88 57 1800 Uniform 
190 16 30 12 88 73 1825 Patchy 
13U 10 35 10 100 75 1450 It 
96 8 3k 10 100 75 I5k0 It 
20 12 52 29 88 69 1700 It 
16 18 52 32 85 76 1730 n 
16 16 51 30 85 69 1745 m 
36 18 53 32 86 70 1815 It 
10 6 iOi 23 86 52 1900 It 
8 h k2 22 86 k3 1930 N 
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TABLE 32-Continued 
Rate Av. Dry 
of Wind Bulb Fuel 
Spread Speed D.P. R.H. Temp, B.I. Time Continuity 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses 
Topography - rough to steep 
20 11 31 16 81 70 1630 Uniform 
160 18 28 10 90 91 1725 It 
30 3 ho 25 79 53 02U0 n 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses 
Topography - flat to rolling 
118 9 29 22 70 50 1213 Uniform 
1U7 10 29 20 72 56 1300 II 
6U lit 33 lil 90 70 1605 It 
192 12 31 Hi 88 7h 1620 n 
96 13 29 12 88 73 1635 It 
128 16 30 13 87 78 1715 It 
32 1 36 16 89 58 iHiO ti 
192 10 hh 17 96 75 1605 It 
125 9 32 12 9h 72 1710 It 
W 8 3li m 92 6h 2000 Patchor 
as 2 U2 32 Ih hS 0210 Uniform 
120 U 38 15 9h 71 1122 tt 
320 8 k6 19 95 65 1515 It 
192 7 hS 18 96 63 1600 It 
256 6 U6 18 96 65 1615 It 
22it 5 hh 17 95 62 1630 M 
192 16 29 11 90 75 1510 It 
96 12 hi 18 90 7h 1610 It 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush 
Topography - flat to rolling 
16 5 U8 22 9li 53 lli55 Uniform 
192 6 37 lU 95 61 1630 It 
kB k 32 10 99 63 1800 It 
2U 2 30 9 98 69 1815 Patchy 
320 12 h2 19 90 68 1705 Uniform 
160 15 U2 19 90 75 1720 It 
12 9 50 31 8h 60 1915 It 
8 16 50 32 83 70 2015 It 
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TABLE 33 
Surimary of Average Rates of Spread by 
Time of Day, Fuel Type and Topography 
Rate 
Time of Topog­ of Number of 
Day Fuel Type raphy Spread Observations 
2-2:^9 AM Cheat plus Flat-
other grasses Rolling U8 1 
2-2t$9 AM It Rough-
Steep 30 1 
11-11:59 AM It Flat-
Rolling 76 2 
12-12:59 PM It II 118 1 
1-1:59 n It 93 2 
1-1:59 Sagebrush It 78 2 
2-2:59 It M 57 h 
2-2:59 It Rough-
13h Steep 1 
2-2:59 Cheat plus Flat-
Sagebrush Rolling 16 1 
3-3:59 Sagebrush II 96 1 
3-3:59 M Rough-
Steep 96 1 
3-3:59 Cheat plus Flat-
other grasses Rolling 256 2 
L-L:59 tt It 166 9 
l-k:59 It Rough-
a-L:59 
Steep 20 1 
Sagebrush Flat-
Rolling 139 3 
5-5:59 Cheat plus 
other grasses II 126 2 
5-5:59 II Rough-
Steep 160 1 
5-5:59 Sagebrush II 17 3 
5-5:59 It Flat-
Rolling 200 1 
5-5:59 Cheat plus 
2U0 Sagebrush It 2 
6-6:59 Sagebrush It 200 2 
6-6:59 II Rough-
Steep 111 2 
6-6:59 Cheat plus Flat-
Sagebrush Rolling 36 2 
TABLE 33-Continued 
Rate 
Time of Topog­ of Number of 
Day Fuel Type raphy Spread Observations 
7-7:59 Sagebrush Flat-
7-7:29 
Rolling 59 3 
tt Rough-
Steep 9 2 
7-7:59 Cheat plus Flat-
Sagebrush Rolling 12 1 
8-8:59 Sagebrush n • 1|6 2 
8-8:59 Cheat plus 
other grasses n liS 1 
8-8:59 PM Cheat plus 
Sagebrush It 8 1 
—10̂  
APPENDIX 
Statistical Data 
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TABLE 3b 
Arrangement of Original Data For IBM Analysis 
Problem 1 
Forward Av. Dry-
Spread in Wind Dew Bulb 
Chains Speed Point R.H. Temp, B.I. 
(Y) di) (X2) (X3) (%) (X5) 
6h 111 37 18 86 73 
U8 m 36 18 8Ii 65 
52 8 50 2h 100 59 
6h 12 50 2h 93 65 
6h 8 U5 21 90 65 
56 9 m 22 88 60 
96 7 .33 12 92 69 
kB 6 31 10 96 72 
6h 10 33 12 96 72 
60 6 hi 32 80 1^7 
96 6 h6 28 8h ii7 
208 14 35 12 97 86 
200 8 3i; 12 96 78 
160 12 33 12 96 82 
210 12 33 12 96 69 
112 8 3h 12 95 66 
ho 9 h6 19 95 59 
192 Hi 3h 13 92 73 
Problem 2 
190 16 30 12 88 73 
13k 10 35 10 100 75 
96 8 3li 10 100 75 
20 12 52 29 88 69 
16 18 52 32 85 76 
16 16 51 30 85 69 
36 18 53 32 86 70 
10 6 hh 23 86 52 
8 h h2 22 86 1:3 
Problem 3 
16 5 hB 22 9h 53 
192 6 37 95 6h 
W h 32 10 99 63 
320 12 h2 19 90 68 
160 15 h2 19 90 75 
12 9 50 31 6h 60 
8 16 50 32 83 70 
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TA3LE 3U-Continued 
Problem b 
Forward Av, Diy 
Spread in Wind Dew Bulb 
Qiains Speed Point R.H. Temp. B.I. 
(Y) 
118 
(Xi) 
9 
(X2) 
29 
(X.) 
22 
(X5) 
50 
1U7 10 29 20 72 56 
6U Hi 33 Hi 90 70 
192 12 31 Hi 88 7k 
96 13 29 12 88 73 
128 16 30 13 87. 78 
32 1 36 16 89 58 
192 10 kh 17 96 73 
125 9 32 12 9U 72 
W 2 h2 32 7k k6 
120 h 38 15 9k 71 
320 8 L6 19 95 65 
192 7 16 18 96 63 
256 6 US 18 96 65 
22k 5 kh 17 95 62 
192 16 29 11 90 75 
96 12 11 18 90 7k 
Notes: Problem 1 - sagebrush, flat to rolling, uniform 
Problem 2 - sagebrush, rough to steep, patchy-
Problem 3 - cheatgrass plus sagebrush, flat to 
rolling, uniform 
Problem U - cheatgrass plus other grasses, flat 
to rolling, uniform 
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TABLE 35 
Order of Deletion of Variables for Each Set of Observations 
No Variables Deleted* 
Dne Variable Deleted*: 
rwo Variables Deleted* 
Three Variables Deleted 
Fonr Variables Deleted; 
Noter The missing variable or variables in each line was deleted# 
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TABLE 36 
Equation Code 
Variables in each equation 
Code Av. Dry Bulb 
No. Wind D.P. R.H. Temp, B.I. 
12 X X X X 
lU X X X X 
1^ X X X X 
2h X X X 
26 X X X 
29 X X X 
20 X X X 
32 X X 
3h X X 
36 X X 
30 X X 
hl X 
h2 X 
h3 X 
hh X 
Note: The X's signifies which variables are used in 
each equation 
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TABLE 37 
Final Equations 
â.11 statistical factors used to choose the equations; 
Fuel type - sagebrush Topography - flat to rolling 
Continuity - uniform 
Best equation used variables number 1, 2, 3 and lb. These 
variables are in order: vrind, dew point, relative humidity and 
diy bulb temperature. 
Y = 7.^8X1 - 13.18X2 •»-13.3liX3 - 220.01 
Correlation coefficient is ,6638 
The F test at 9$% is -.62 
Standard error of estimate is 56.16 
Average plus residual is 33.99 
Overall average residual is 37.77 
SeconS best equation used variables number 2, 3 and li. These 
variables are dew point, relative humidity and diy bulb tempera­
ture, 
Y= -10,56X2 8.23X3 + 6,67% - 2li2,17 
Correlation coefficient is ,$Q$9 
The F test at 9$% is -.90 
Standard error of estimate is ^6,6h 
Average plus residual is bl.Ol 
Overall average residual is Ul.Ol 
Third best equation used variables number 1 and 2, As this 
was one of the final equations picked, the equation appears in 
the results. 
Fuel type - sagebrush Topography - rough to steep 
Continuity - patchy 
Best equation used variables 1, 3> and which are wind, 
relative humidity and burning index, 
Y = 10.92X1 - 8.71X3 - 1.59X5 + 227.13 
Correlation coefficient is. .9838 
F test at 95% is Wi.78 
Standard error of estimate is lU.98 
Average plus residual is 7»73 
Overall average residual is 8,59 
Second best equation used variables 1, 2, 3 and 1&, which are 
wind, dew point, relative humidity and dry bulb temperature. 
Y = 8,86X1 Y- 9,11X2 - 20.59X3 - 7.1:9% -^666.05 
TABLE 37-Continued 
Correlation coefficient is .986? 
F test at 95^ is 31.05 
Standard error of estimate is 1^.08 
Average plus residual is 7.9S 
Overall average residual is 8.83 
Third best equation used variables 1, 3> U and 5 which are 
wind, relative hiurd.dity, diy bulb temperature and burning 
index. 
Ï = 9.62X1 - 8.90X3 - 1,20X1^ - 0.933^ + 310.LL 
Correlation coefficient is .98U3 
F test at is 2U.7U 
Standard error of estimate is 16.U8 
Average plus residual is 10.IL 
Overall average residual is 9.02 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus sagebrush Topography - flat to 
rolling Continuity - uniform 
Best equation used variables 1, 3, b and which are ifind 
relative humidity, dry bulb temperature and burning index. 
Y = 56.75X1 - 8I.O4X3 - 83.12X1; - 11,685.72 
Correlation coefficient is .9782 
F test at 9B% is -8.15 
Standard error of estimate is 1|3.05 
Average plus residual is 21.61 
Overall average residual is 18.53 
Second best equation used variables 2, 3 and li, which are dew 
point, relative hunidity and dry bulb temperature. 
Y = 29.99X2 - 65.95X3 - 53.19% +5028.28 
Correlation coefficient is .9lU3 
F test at 95^ is -li,l8 
Standard error of estimate is 68.56 
Average plus residual is 35.8U 
Overall average residual is 30.72 
Third best equation used variables 3 and 1^, yhich are relative 
humidity and dry bulb temperature# 
Y = -31.75X3 - 37.80% + b203.97 
Correlation coefficient is .7853 
F test at 95^ is -3.72 
Standard error of estimate is 90.78 
Average plus residual is 69.73 
Overall average residual is 59*77 
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TABIE 37-Continued 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses Topography - flat to 
rolling Continuity - uniform 
Best equation used variables 1, 2, 3 and which are wind, dew 
point, relative humidity and burning index. 
Y - ll.eiiXi + 11.12X2 - 11.20X3 - 5.85X5 210.U6 
Correlation coefficient is .6785 
F test at 95^ is -.70 
Standard error of estimate is 6U.76 
Average plus residual is 29.L2 
Overall average residual is 3U.61 
Second best equation used variables 1, 2 and 3> which are wind, 
dew point, and relative humidity. 
Y = 6.28X1 8.15X2 - 3.21X3 - 152.16 
Correlation coefficient is .6203 
F test at SS% is -.70 
Standard error of estimate is 66.l|ii, 
Average plus residual is 60.16 
Overall average residual is h9»Bh 
Third best equation used variables 2, 3 and I4., which are dew 
point, relative humidity and dry bulb temperature. 
Y =- 19.97X2 - 2U.96X3 - 12.U2Xi^ <-936.97 
Correlation coefficient is .6186 
F test at 95^ is -.72 
Standard error of estimate is 66.55 
Average plus residual is L7.5L 
Overall average residual is Wi.7L 
Best equations based on F test only: 
Fuel type - sagebrush Topography - flat to rolling 
Continuity - uniform 
Best equation used variable 5 which is burning index. 
Y = 3.56X5 - 135.18 
Correlation coefficient is .5620 
F test at 95% is 2.90 
Standard error of estiniate is 55.99 
Average plus residual is b9.80 
Overall average residual is Wi.27 
-U3-
TABLE 37-Ccntinued 
Second best equation used variables 2 and which are dew 
point and burning index. 
T- -2,2hX2 V- 2.513^ -/• 22,hl 
Correlation coefficient is .^81*2 
F test at 9^% is .20 
Standard error of estinate is 56.71; 
Average plus residual is U6.97 
Overall average residual is hl»7$ 
Third best equation is the same equation as when all the factors 
were used to choose the equations. 
Fuel type - sagebrush Topography - rough to steep 
Continuity - patchy 
Best equation used variables 1 and 3 which are wind and relative 
huirddity. 
7.66X1 - 7.61X3 Y- 135.76 
Correlation coefficient is .9732 
F test at 9B% is ii8.52 
Standard error of estimate is 17.55 
Average plus residual is 10.97 
Overall average residual is 12.19 
Second best equation is the one chosen for a final equation 
and is given in the results. 
Third best equation is the same ̂ s the equation chosen by 
using all of the factors* 
Fuel tjjpe - cheatgrass plus sagebrush Topography - flat to 
rolling Continuity - uniform 
Best equation is the same as the final equation chosen and is 
in the results. 
Second best equation is the same as the one chosen when all of 
the factors were used. 
Third best equation used variables 1 and 3, which are wind and 
relative humidity. 
T = 15.36X1 - 11.55X3 203.53 
Correlation, coefficient is .68U9 
F test at 9$% is -5.17 
Standard error of estimate is IO6.8I1 
Average plus residual is 79.30 
Overall average residual is 67*97 
-im-
TABLE 37~Continued 
Fuel type - cheatgrass plus other grasses Topography - flat to 
rolling Continuity - uniform 
Best equation is the same as the final equation chosen and is 
in the results. 
Second best equation was a tie between two equations. One of 
them was the same equation chosen when all factors were used. 
The second equation used variables 1, 2, 3 and which are 
wind, dew point, relative huniditv and burning index. 
Y = 11.8UX1 -A 11.12X2 - 11.20X3 - $.85X^ + 210.ii6 
Correlation coefficient is «6785 
F test at 95% is -.70 
Standard error of estimate is 6)4.76 
Average plus residual is 29.ii2 
Overall average residual is 3L.61 
Third best equation was a tie between two equations. One of 
the equations is the same as the one chosen by using all 
factors. The other equation used variable h which is tenipera-
ture. 
Y - à.06% - 209.66 
Correlation coefficient is .ii505 
F test at 95^ is -,72 
Standard error of estimate is 70,it0 
Average plus residual is 53.3U 
Overall average residual is 56.1^8 
APPENDIX 
Foras 
FIRE BEHAVIOR EVALUATION SHEET 
A. GEirERAL 
Fire name 
2. Fire No. 
(C-4) 
e. No rise, carried away by surface 
wind 
3. Sheet No. 
4. a. Date b. Hour 
f. No rise, lies idly at or near 
ground 
B. FIRE-WEATHER DATA 
1. Fuel stick moisture 15, 
2. a. Wet bulb temp. ® b.Dry bulb " 
c. Dev/point ° 
3. a.Rel.humidity % b.Min. R/H fo 
4. Wind: 
a. Current velocity mph 
b. Avg. velocity during period mph 
c. Max. velocity during period mph 
d. Current wind direction 
6. Avg. wind direction 
f. Characteristic of the wind (\/) : 
(l) Steady (2) Gusty 
(3) Variable (4) Calm 
D. FUELS AND TOPOGRAPHY 
1. Fuel moisture: 
a. Surface b. Actual 
Litter Fuel;: 
Fuel Type 1 % 
Fuel Type 2 % 
Fuel Type 3 % 
Fuel Type 4 % 
2. Topography (/) 
a. Slope Right Lefi 
Head Rear Flank Fia:.' 
Flat (0-20%) 
Rolling 
(21-50%) 
5. Current burning index at fire location: Rough 
(51-90%) 
6. Precipitation during period in. Steep (91+i) 
b. Aspect: (8 pts) 
N NE E SE S Sïï V. i:.. 
Head _ _ _ 
Rear 
Right Flank 
Left Flank _ _ _ 
3. Fuels: 
Predominant one which the fire spread ;; 
during the period. 
a. Head 
C. FIRE BEHAVIOR DATA 
1. Forward spread since last measurement:, 
a. Hours b. Chains 
c. Chains per hour 
d. Acres increase 
2. Windward spread: 
a. Hours b. Chains 
c. Chains per hour 
d. Acres increase b. Rear 
3. Characteristic of the fire : 
Right Left 
Head Rear Flank Flank 
0. Right Flank 
d. Left Flank 
a. Smoldering 
b. Creeping 
0. Running 
d. Spotting 
REMARKS : 
e. Crowning 
4. Smoke column characteristic iy/) : 
a. Rises rapidly, extremely high 
b. Rises lazily, spreads out 
gradually 
c. Rises for a ways, then flows 
with upper wind 
d. Rises for a ways, then layers 
out like flat-topped toadstool 
FUEL FACTORS - CLASSIFICATION 
General 
A. Fire number B. HSbr 
0. Location 
Fuel Components 
A. Fuel Type 1 
1. Composition 
2. Volume 
3. Continuity 
4. Condition of vegetation 
B. Fuel Type 2 
1. Composition 
2. Volume 
3. Continuity 
4. Condition of vegetation 
C. Fuel Type 3 
1. Composition 
(over) 
_ 9 — 
(C - Fuel Type 3) 
2. Volume 
3. Continuity 
4. Condition of vegetation 
D. Fuel Type 4 
1. Composition 
2. Volume 
3. Continuity 
4. Condition of vegetation 
III. Denote the basic fuel which the fire spread in and the characteristic that 
the fire exhibited in this fuel type : 
r 
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FUEL MOISTURE SAMPLING SHEET 
Fire No. Fuel Type 
Location ____________________ __________ 
Hour 
Date 
Can or Bag 
No. -
Can or Bag 
No. -
Surface 
Litter 
Actual 
Fuel 
a. Weight of can oÈ^bag full of wet fuel 
b. Weight of can full of dry fuel 
X c. 
d. 
Weight of st^y can or bag 
Weight of wet fuel (a - c) 
e. Weight of dry fuel (b - c) , 
f. Weight loss (d - a) 
g. Percent moisture content (f • e) 
INSTRUCTIONS : 
Take samples for each major fuel type that the fire will burn in. Take nothing 
over 1/4-inch diameter. Fill the can or bag and seal it with masking tape. 
Location - describe briefly as to open, partial shade, full shade, beneath coni­
fer near trunk. 
In lab - remove masking tape, weigh to 0.1 gram. Put lid on bottom of can, 
place can in oven. Dry for about 20 hours at 210-214* F. Weigh and record on 
work sheet. Weigh again until weight loss ceases. Record the lowest weight 
on the form. Save material until computation assures accuracy. 
i 
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Instructions for Fire Behavior Evaluation Sheet 
Part A 
1* Put actual name of fire here 
2* Put the number of the fire as it appears on the fire report 
3# Start each fire as sheet one. On a change of position on the 
same fire, use A, B, C. For example: lA, 2A, etc. 
a. actual date 
b« the hour the measurements are taken, using the 2k hour clock 
Part B 
1. 
2. 
3. 
U. 
5. 
6. 
Part C 
1$ a. this will be an hour or some fraction of an hour for which the 
spread was measured. 
b* this is the chains the fire spread during the measured time 
c. this is the result of enlarging the spread for fractions of 
hours up to spread per hour 
d. Omit 
2. Unless more than one person is taking data, this is omitted. 
Otherwise it is the same as 1 above. 
3* This characteristic pertains to the most common one e^diibited 
during the measured time interval. 
li* This also pertains to the most cannon one e^diibited during the 
measured time interval. 
Part D 
1. Omit 
2» a. this pertains to the general type of topography the fire 
burned on while the spread was measured; at every distinct 
break in topography the measured interval should be terminated 
and a new one begun 
b, same rules apply to this as in 2a above 
3» Predominate one which the fire spread in during the period. As 
for topography a new interval should be started for every change 
in fuel type. 
Fuel stick reading from the nearest fire danger station 
a, b, c. actual measurements taken on the fire at the time in 
part A, li.b. 
a. same as 2 above 
b. omit 
Actual measurements taken with the anoreaneter. For the first 
sheet e. will not be filled out. This pertains to the average 
wind duidng the period that the rate of spread was measured. 
This is figured by using the fuel stick and five total from 
the nearest fire danger station. 
Omit 
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Instractions for Fuel Factors - Classification Sheet 
Part 1 
A. Same number as on the behavior sheet 
B. Hour at which the rate of spread measurement was made 
C. Location as to map location, miles from town, etc. 
Part 2 
A. 1. Composition pertains to the different components making up 
the fuel type 
2# volume that each coir^onent occupies in the fuel type; This 
is obtained by ocular estimation 
3* continuity pertains to the fuel type as a unit, whether it is 
patchy or uniform 
U« condition pertains to vfliat percentage each congjonent is green, 
or if it is cured 
Instructions for Fuel Moisture Sheet 
Fire number same as on other two forms 
location as to what part of the fire the clippings were obtained on 
Hour as to when the clippings were obtained 
Date is the actual date of the month 
Fuel type from vrtiich the samples were clipped 
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